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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

HAROLD WEISBERG, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, 
et al., 

Defendants. 

CIVIL ACTIONS NOS. 78-0322 
and 78-0420 

Consolidated 

AFFIDAVIT 

My name is Harold Weisberg. I reside at 7627 Old Receiver Road, Frederick, 

Maryland. I am the plaintiff in these consolidated cases. My subject-matter 

expertise, professional experience and medical and physical limitations are 

stated in my earlier affidavits and have not been disputed by the defendant. 

1. Once again it required at least a week for the FBI's filing, its Motion 

to Dismiss, to reach me because FBI counsel ended its practice of sending copies 

of all filings to me. I always offered to pay the costs and the FBI always 

refused to accept payment. I asked my counsel to ask present FBI counsel to send 

me copies, for which I offered to pay, and I was informed that he refused. I 

believe that under FOIA I am entitled to receive copies, if not iIIDllediately, and 

that under FBI practice I would not be charged for them. I know of no purpose 

served by this refusal, by this ending of years-long practice in some cases 

directed by the court because of my distance from my counsel, other than to cause 

these inevitable delays. These delays required that my counsel request additional 
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time and they restricted the information I' could provide him. In particular, 

since this past February, they caused greater delays and problems for him and 

for me because of lingering additional illnesses that began with bronchitis and 

was followed by pneumonia, pleurisy, ecchymosis (a kind of internal hemorrhaging 

that is potentially dangerous for me because I: live on a high level of anti

coagulant, which can cause death) and periodic exhaustion that my doctor says can 

be expected to last for a month after the end of these new illnesses. From the 

time I received this Motion to Dismiss until Tuesday, June 7, I had at least one 

medical appointment every working day, more often two and sometimes even three. 

These, too, seriously reduced the time in which I could prepare information for 

my counsel and the time I had for preparing it. I also found that making two 

trips a day to my basement to obtain needed records was too much for me and ended 
. 

the work I could do that day. These illnesses, added to my permanent physical 

and medical limitations, delayed preparation of this affidavit. It also will 

require more time for my wife to retype it because she also suffers the bronchitis 

that is epidemic in this area and because of her age and other medical problems 

is more painful and limiting for her. 

2. Now that on May 18, 1983, the FBI has moved for sanctions against me, 

I believe it is necessary for me to show that its Motion to Dismiss is based upon 

what I regard as fraudulent misrepresentations and to show once again that, 

although the FBI has not even pretended to support its motion with evidence, the 

existing and unrefuted evidence in the case record that I have provided proves the 

FBI's allegations and representations are not truthful. To the best of my 

recollection I restrict myself in this affidavit to evidence that is in the case 

record and has not been rebutted by the FBI. In this I am stating that the~ 

unrefuted evidence in the case record is diametrically opposite the FBI's 
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3. In my affidavit of May 28, 1983, which I incorporate by reference, I 

state that the FBI's Motion to Dismiss contains untruthfulness of such a nature 

it cannot be regarded as accidental error, that it contains misrepresentations 

and that it and the FBI's prior motion for discovery cannot both be truthful 

because each is based upon contradictory and inconsistent representation - neither 

of which is supported by any evidence and neither of which the FBI even pretended 

to support by any evidence. 

4. Inherent in all the FBI'~ misrepresentations in these consolidated 

cases, whether these representations be under oath or advanced ·in pleadings without 

any claim to any evidentiary support, is the identical and basic concatination of 

misrepresentations that I believe constitute fraudulent misrepresentations. 

5. I state the belief that an attempt is being made to victimize me by 

fraudulent misrepresentation based on the evidence that follows and the belief, 

coming from my extensive FOIA experience with the FBI and its counsel, my knowledge 

of the intent of the Congress in enacting and amending FOIA (in which I have a 

well-known involvement because one of my early FOIA cases against the FBI was cited 

as requiring the 1974 amending of the investigatory files exemption of the Act), 

from knowledge of the legislative history of FOIA, from FBI regulations and 

practices, and from the official statements regarding FOIA and its purposes going 

• back to those of the President and attorney general in 1966 in their ringing 

endorsements of the Act and its purposes. 

6. I believe that, except for information that is within the exemptions 

of FOIA, the information I requested is mine as a matter of legal right and, 

through me, is the information of the people as a matter of their right. 

7. I believe that under the Act the burden of proof is exclusively on the 
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defendant and that under the Act I have a right to expect the defendant to meet 

the burden of proof and not seek by any means, overt or devious, to impose it upon 

me or any other plaintiff/requester. 

8 ;' The most basic of the FBI' s false representations is that my requests 

are limited to four main files. My actual requests, for reasons stated most 

recently in my May 28, 1983, affidavit, are quite explicit in stating that they 

are not so limited. My requests include all pertinent information "not contained 

within" these FBI main files. 

9. In this long litigation, the FBI has never provided any attestation, 

whether or not truthful or made of personal knowledge, and it has not provided any 

pleading by counsel that is addressing my actual requests or addresses them in any 

way. Everything the FBI has filed is based upon the FBI's initial and perpetuated 

misrepresentation of my actual requests. I have stated this over and over gain, 

under oath, without refutation or attempted refutation or even merely proforma 

denials. To the best of my recollection, each of my attestations to this fact 

remains ignored by the FBI. 

10. As I also stated without refutation, I became aware of the FBI's intent 

not to comply with my actual requests before the first calendar call in this 

litigation, before any record had been processed, on the day Judge Oberdorfer 

recused himself. That day my counsel and I conferred with the FBI's then counsel, 

who told us what the FBI planned in substitution for my requests and I informed him 

that this was not acceptable to me and would not comply with my actual requests. 

I have stated this repeatedly throughout this long litigation and the FBI has 

ignored it. It has not denied or made any effort to refute it. 

11. This means that the FBI knew before it processed any records that I 

regarded what it planned as not complying witr. my actual requests. Under the FBI's 

regulations, which I have cited without dispute in this litigation, if it disagreed 
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with me or could not understand my requests or had any problems with them, it was 

required to ask that I rephrase them and offer assistance in this. It never made 

any such claims and never did any of the things required by its regulations. 

12. This was only the first of continuing FBI violations of its own 

regulations. These regulations required it to make an initial search and inform 

me of the approximate volume of records within my requests, the approximate cost 

of providing them, and the approximate cash deposit it would require. Although at 

the time of my requests no fee waiver had been granted and it was' being opposed by 

the FBI, the FBI never informed me of the approximate volume of records, their cost 

or the size of the deposit it would require. The FBI also requires this information 

from the preliminary search for its own purposes, including determination of 

whether or not the request involves enough records for it to be classified as a 

"project" case, for projections of personnel needs and assignments and similar needs. 

13. This was not an accidental oversight by the FBI because I requested 

this information of both the Dallas and New Orleans offices: "I would appreciate 

it if you could let me know the estimated volume of records involved in this 

request and when you expect to begin processing ... " Not only was this information 

mine as a matter of right under the FBI's own regulations, it was essential in 

order to be able to pay the down payment the FBI would require of me. 

14. Although I have attested to the informats!n in the immediately 

preceding paragraphs earlier in this litigation, to a large degree on more than 

one occasion, the FBI has not only contradicted me. It has ignored my attestations. 

It has never at any time made any belated attempt to comply with its own regulations; 

never alleged that my requests are not comprehensible; never claimed that it faced 

any problems in either understanding or complying with them; never asked for any 

explanation o:: them; and it never asked that I rephrase or change or modify them 
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or offered any assistance in any rephrasing of them. 

15. As I earlier attested without dispute, in other of my FOIA litigation 

a number of FBI FOIA supervisors offered testimony on behalf of the FBI addressing 

what they testified are its undeviating P!actices in FOIA matters. It determines 

whether there are pertinent records, whether or not the volume of records classifies 

it as a "project" case, wha·t their approximate volume and cost to the requester will 

be, and all the other information required by the FOIPA branch for its own 

information and for it to provide to the requester. In this litigation the FBI 

did not do any of these things that are required of it. 

16. The FBI knows very well that_ FOIA responses require at a minimum at 

least two searches at the outset, one to determine whether or not it has any 

pertinent information and its volume and then the search to locate and process any 

pertinent information. In these cases it never made either search. It did not 

determine and inform me of the approximate volume and cost of processing the 

requested information and the time this would require and it did not make the 

searches required for compliance with my requests. Instead, as in an unguarded 

moment of aberrational honesty Supervisor SA John N. Phillips attested, the Dallas 

field office forwarded my request to FBIHQ where, arbitrarily, capriciously and 

for ulterior and improper purposes I attested to earlier without dispute, SA Thomas 

Bresson decided that ~\Tould be limited to three, later amended to four, of the main 

files my request is specific in stating it is not limited to. Dallas, which claims 

to have provided all its search slips, did not even pretent to make any search 

until October 15, 1980, almost three years after it received my request and about 

two years after it first claimed complete compliance. To these main files to which 

my request of it specifically is not limited, the New Orleans office pretends to 

have made a few additional searches u~der the names of only a few of the persons 
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it knew are involved in the federal and New Orleans investigations of the 

assassination of President Kennedy and even then did not locate all its records 

on those persons. Even now the FBI continues to withhold much of the identified 

information that is not in these main files. Among the many defects of the 

alleged New Orleans search to which I have attested without refutation or even pro 

form.a denial is the fact that most of them are dated almost a year prior to my 

requests and thus cannot be searches made pursuant to my requests. Neither office 

made or pretends to have made any search for any information related to any of the 

organizations involved in these investigations, although that is specifically 

requested of.both offices. 

17. Even when I provided some of these names voluntarily - the FBI never 

requested any such information from me - the FBI steadfastly refused to make those 

searches. And as I have attested, when the appeals office directed that it 

-process information pertaining to those known as "critics" of the official investi

gation, the FBI engaged in a deliberate false pretense, that the appeals office 

had directed it to make a_search only under the topic "critics" when the appeals 

office and the FBI knew that it does not file that way and cannot retrieve 

topically. To date, even after I providea many FBI records reflecting the fore

going, the FBI refuses to make any part of the search it was directed to make 

pertaining to "critics" and when I offered to dismiss this litigation after it 

processed it information pertaining to some of the known "critics" that I identified, 

it persisted in this refusal. 

18. Although the FBI claims to have searched under the topic "critics" 

in both field offices and it swears that the search slips it provided are complete 

and authentic, it has not provided any search slips or requests of any kind 

pertaining to the topic "critics" or to any person known as a "critic." Likewise, 
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although it claims to have made ELSUR searches at each office, as I attested 1n 

my May 28, 1983, affidavit, the FBI has not provided any search slip or search 

request of any kind relating to any ELSUR searches. 

19. The plain and undenied truth is that the FBI knew very well that my 

litigated requests include "any information related in any way to the assassinations" 

of both Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and President Kennedy. I quote, with the 

emphasis.of the original, the August 14, 1978, memo from the Department's then 

appeals director to the FBI's then FOIPA chief, Inspector Allen Mccreight (attached 

as Exhibit 1). The FBI knew and it agreed that any such records "being released 

to anyone will also be released to" me. 

20. This particular copy of this memo is, 1n fact, from the FBI's FOIA 

file on me and clearly was known to its FOIA personnel involved in this litigation. 

That the FBI correctly understood the Department's intent is stated in other 

internal records disclosed to me. Moreover, the Department informed me of this 1n 

writing, including the fact that the FBI had agreed. Despite this agreement 

reported in Exhibit 1, the FBI did not abide by its agreement and the Department's 

directive in this litigation or when it provided JFK assassination information to 

others. 

21. Even when I made special requests for JFK assassination information, 

the FBI disclosed to others and withheld from me, the FBI failed and to this day 

continues to fail to provide me with or offer me this already disclosed and 

processed JFK assassination information. Among the examples of this are the 

ignored requests I made when the FBI did not abide by its and the Department's 

word after books conforming to the FBI's assassination views were published by 

Edward Jay Epstein and David Lifton. I made separate requests for the identical 

information and to this day the FBI has not complied. Another example is my request 
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for the information provided to the House Select Committee on Assassinations. 

After four or five years my request remains entirely ignored by the FBI. But 

another and later requester has filed suit and the FBI is providing him with 

information. It has not informed me of its disclosures to this other requester. 

It has not even asked me if I would like copies .. 

' 22. · Although the FBI did not dispute that it had agreed to provide me 

with all information pertaining in any way to the investigation of thnse assassina

tions, it never jntended to keep its word and it did not contradict any of the 

information I provided to the Department and it forwarded to the FBI's FOIPA head 

with Exhibit 1. 

23. The truth is that a year earlier the Department promised the Senate's 

FOIA subcommittee that some 25 of my requests the FBI had ignored for up to almost 

a decade would be complied with. (Some of this information is within this liti

gation and has not been provided in it.) As of today, more than five years later, 

the FBI has not done so. In fact, Inspector Mccreight, also a witness before that 

subcommittee and then present, refused to make this promise. He also did not 

contradict the testimony of the Department's witnesses, that the FBI's behavior 

with me·in my FOIA requests was inexcusable. The Department promised, the FBI 

then stonewalled and thereafter extended its stonewalling to this litigation, 

despite the directives to it by the Department and its agreement with them. 

24. Among.those 25 old and ignored requests that also are pertinent in 

this litigation is the request I first made under date of January 1, 1969. I 

accompanied it with the deposit then required. It includes certain motion and 

still pictures. Not one of these has ever been provided to me voluntarily by the 

FBI and most still remain withheld. In two instances, after I complained to the 

FBI that it had disclosed these films to later requesters and still withheld them 
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from me, I obtained copies. The others remain withheld. Although I attested to 

this earlier in this litigation, the existing and correctly identified films of 

both kinds remain withheld from me as of today. 

25. (It was common practice to cash my checks and send me nothing at all. 

Once my check was s~redded, then patched together crudely with scotch tape and 
. 

deposited. It cleared all banks and was charged to my account.) 

26. With regard to these and other requests (all also wi'thin this 

litigation) that I made of the FBI that year, I wrote the attorney general on 

January 1, 1970. These and all other FBI films of both kinds are included in my 

January 1, 1970, renewal of my FOIA requests. I received no response at all. 

I then wrote the deputy attorney general on December 2, 1970, after the change in 

administrations, about these same requests. That resulted in an internal investi

gation some of the records of which were disclosed to me. They disclose the 

existence of FBI copies of these films. But even after FBIHQ learned again from 

this internal investigation that its field offices had copies of the requested 

films, they were not provided. (This internal investigation also established 

that some of these films also were withheld from the Warren Commission by the FBI.) 

27. Under date of May 28, 1979 (and perhaps on other occasions), I filed 

a lengthy and detailed appeal pertaining to this information then withheld in 

this litigation. In addition to about 2,000 words of information and detail, I 

provided copies of the FBI's own records reflecting its possession of the requested 

still and motion pictures. I never received any response to this appeal. 

28. This encapsulation underscores the spuriousness of the FBI's pretenses 

that it requires more information from me for searches. It reflects the FBI's 

determination not to search and not to comply. 

29. With the long and consistent FBI record of refusing to search and 
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refusing to comply after it was provided with proof that it had pertinent and 

withheld information - which it did not need in any event to make a proper search 

- and with the record of the attorney general, the deputy attorney general and 

the appeals director, of doing nothing at all when the FBI was obdurate, there is 

no reason to believ~ tha~ if the FBI had the discovery it demands in the form in 

which it demands it, it would do anything mor~ than concoct another stonewalling 

cock-and-bull story. Moreover, I reiterate that I have provided all of the 

requested information and documentation of which I am aware and that the FBI does 

not deny this. 

30. That the FBI had ·copies of some of this film also is disclosed in the 

records it provided to the Warren Commission and it in turn disclosed. Among 

these still withheld pictures are six stills from one of the also requested and 

withheld motion picture films that the New Orleans office used and displayed in 

interrogating witnesses to some of Lee Harvey Oswald's activities in New Orleans. 

31. Another New Orleans withholding that persists until now in this 

litigation overlaps an old FOIA request I made pertaining to one Ronnie Caire. 

The FBI's internal investigation after I complained to the Department disclosed 

the existence of Caire records the FBI had denied existed. However, that did not 

result in their disclosure then or since then in this litigation. 

32. These January 1, 1969, film requests and other related requests 

pertain to one of the FBI's larger investigatory failures and shortcomings. This 

has to do with the existence of a publicly unidentified Oswald preassassination 

associate. In the FBI's solution, this means an associate of the assassin. The 

FBI has and continues to withhold information identifying this associate of the 

alleged assassin.it never identified. It made only a perfunctory New Orleans 

investigation. It obtained fingerprints from one of Oswald's leaflets. I also 
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made a separate, prepaid request for that information. This involves both FBIHQ 

and the New Orleans office at the least. That separate request also remains 

ignored. That information also remains withheld in this litigation. If it is 

not filed in any main assassination file, it is still within my litigated requests, 

and I first request~d it almost fifteen years ago. 

33. These are among the countless proofs that the FBI's present false 

representation, that I am supposedly enlarging and shifting my requests, is 

knowingly and deliberately false. I believe it is also a fraudulent misrepresenta

tion to defraud me now, as I was defrauded in 1969 when my check was cashed and I 

received.nothing for it. It also was asserted to threaten me with possible 

incarceration. My counsel reported to me that the FBI's counsel had made such 

noises to him recently about a possible contempt charge. While it may not be the 

major item in point, I believe that it is significant. that these are ignored 1969 

requests, repeated in 1970 to the attorney general and the deputy attorney 

general and on appeal in this litigation in 1978. I select these as illustrative 

because they are the oldest of the 25 documented ignored requests tabulated in 

another case in 1976, because the FBI and the Department continuedfhereafter to 

ignore them, because the same information is sought in this litigation and is 

withheld, and because these are the requests the Department promised the Senate 

in 1977 would be complied with promptly and have not been complied with. This 

information also is included in my ignored affidavits in this litigation. Given 

this record, all known to the FBI and the Department, I believe it is obvious 

that any allegation that I shift or enlarge my request is knowingly and 

deliberately false. 

34. Moreover, it is obvious that when my request was interpreted by both 

the Department and the FBI as encompassing "any record related in~ way to the 
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assassinations," the words and the emphasis of the appeals director in Exhibit 1, 

and it begins by referring to the FBI's agreement to this and to providing me 

with any JFK assassination information provided to any other requester, it simply 

is not possible for me to expand or enlarge my requests and the FBI and the 

Department know it. 

35. Th.e foregoing illustrations are only illustrations. There are countless 

such matters that characterize this case and to a large degree are set forth in my 

affidavits and are not contradicted. They are merely ignored. Taken together 

with the fact that my requests are admittedly all-inclusive, as is stated in 

Exhibit 1, the FBI's own FOIA record pertaining to my litigation, I believe that 

the FBI' s false statemen_ts ,. misrepresentations and deceptions throughout this long

stonewalled case, particularly in its discovery stratagem and more recently in its 

demand for sanctions that include my repaying it for the money it squandered to 

defraud me, are not accidental. I am defrauded of my rights under the Act and 

if I pay it I am defrauded of the money it has wasted in defrauding me. If the case 

is dismissed based on its untruths, then I am defrauded even more. Contempt, of 

course, can be more serious. 

36. In the light of these actualities rather than the FBI's fictions, one 

of the FBI's representations in seeking the sanction of dismissal is ridiculous 

and ludicrous. It is that its "discovery is merely designed to ascertain the facts 

and/or documents which a (sic) plaintiff claims exist and which allegedly demonstrate 

that the agency's search was not adequate." (Page 2) Until the FBI proves that it 
requested 

has searched for all its/information, its search cannot possibly be represented 

as "adequate." It has neither done this nor claimed that it has. 

37. Moreover, as I attested in my affidavit of May 28, 1983, this is an 

entirely different representation than the one made to procune the discovery Order. 
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Then it was not alleged that I had not provided this discovery information, as 

uncontestedly I had. If then was alleged instead that, because the FBI had ignored 

that information and documentat.ion when I provided it, I should now be required to 

draw it all together for the FBI, which is to say, do the work it should have done 

and failed to do. 

38. Although the FBI knows it has not searched to comply with my requests 

and has not provided all the pertinent information it knows it has, as is reflected 

in Exhibit 1 of five years earlier, it now represents that my "failure to comply 

with a discovery order deprives a defendant (i.e., the FBI) of a full and fair 

opportunity to prepare its case and deprives the courts of information indispensable 

to a proper adjudication of the issue." (Page 4) This is obviously ana knowingly 

untrue. 

39. This is followed by the equally and knowingly false representation 

that my "refusal to answer its (the FBI's) discovery will deprive it of a meaningful 

opportunity to demonstrate that plaintiff's assertions about the adequacy of the 

FBI's search are baseless." (Pages 4-5) While without it the FBI knew my requests 

are all-inclusive and it made no searches to comply with my requests at all in 

Dallas and made knowingly inadequate searches in New Orleans, neither disputed when 

I attested to both repeatedly throughout this litigation, it is beyond question 

that it knows such allegations are false. 

40. If none of this were true, as all of it is, until the FBI attests 

that it has searched to comply with my actual requests and has done as directed 

and agreed to (in Exhibit 1), any such representations are on this basis alone at 

least premature. The FBI has not provided such attestations in this litigation 

and it does not try now. 

41. Because the FBI knew that its attestations in this litigation do not 
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con.f"C"',''n'- with fact and truth, to the degree possible it provided incompetent attestations 

by one who, if faced with the charge of perJury, might defend himself by claiming 

that he did not know anything at all about what he swore to. While I believe that 

FBIHQ SA John Phillips did cross the line and did swear falsely to wha~ he did know 

was not true, much ?f his swearing is to what, undeniedly, he did not know of 

personal knowledge. Moreover, when I attested to this, neither he nor anyone else 

speaking for the FBI, under oath or otherwise, disputed me in any way. Yet in all 

instances, the FBI has available to it those who do have personal knowledge. 

It is my understanding, ·coming from the Landrigan and other decisions, that 

personal knowledge is a requirement. It is undenied that those. who have pe·rsonal 

knowledge are available to the FBI for such attestations. 

42. One example of this that I select because of the frequency of my 

repetition of it under oath and because of the FBI's careful restriction of its· 

responses to Phillips, who neither had nor claimed any·personal knowledge, is the 

matter of the FBI's copies of the tapes of the Dallas police radio· broadcasts of 

the time of the assassination. Only Phillips, who has no knowledge, provided 

attestations, and he swore only false_ly. He shifted his falsehoods in an effort 

to deny new evidence as I produced it~ In plain English, he lied his head off, 

even though his official responsibilities, if not legal training, let him know 

that to provide any competent attestation he required personal knowledge. His 

official position also told him who could or did have such personal knowledge in 

Dallas. None of this deterred Phill~ps or FBI counsel, who were. also informed 

by my undenied, unrefuted and unrefutable and documented affidavits. They also 

prove that the FBI undertook, from the outset, to hide its copies of these Dallas 

police radio tapes. This also is undenied. It cannot be denied because I provided 

the FBI's own proof of it. The FBI provided it to me in this litigation. 
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43. In this matter also it is obvious that neither discovery nor docu

me·ntation is required of me for any purpose. Here also I provi'ded voluntarily 

what the FBI both ignores and demands again under discovery. 

44. I select the matter of the police radio broadcast tapes of the many 

available illustrations because, in addition to my having provided all the 

information I have about them, it is a matter about which the FBI had earlier lied 

to the Department and to the panel of experts it convoked to study those tapes .. 

The FBI's lie is that it did not have these tapes when it did and it knew it did and 

its own records contemporaneous with the lie and disclosed to me in this litigation 

establish that it did. (Its earlier contemporaneous records, as without denial I 

attested, are delibe.rately misfiled outside the main assassination files and still 

have not been searched for.) The attorney general had pro~ised the Congress that 

he would have such a study made. As without dispute I also attested earlier, based 

on records with which the FBI .did not trouble me, the Department simply gloated 

when it was possible to arrange for this official study to be made by private sector 

persons who are outside FOIA. They never had the FBI's still withheld copies of 

those tapes for their "study" and were reduced to using what the FBI's own records 

describe as crumbling and damaged versions of the poorest quality. 

45~ This is far from the FBI's only withholding from the Congress and its 

duly authorized investigating committee. As I have also attested without 

refutation or even unsworn proforma denial, in this litigation the FBI undertook 

to limit me to the field office companion files of FBIHQ's main files tc which it 

intended to limit this Congressional committee. Those FBIHQ main files just happen 

to be those the FBI had already disclosed. Once I was able to ~compel the FBI, in 

this litigation, to disclose the field office companion files of these FBIHG ·main 

files, the FBI schemed to withhold from that committee what it was disclosing to me. 
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In its internal scheming, as I have already attested and illustrated with the FBI's 

own record withheld from me but provided to another, if the FBI could not get away 

with total withholding from it, it planned to offer the Congressional committee a 

"compromise" - copies of some of the records disclosed to me in this litigation, 

as long as the committee did not want too many of them! 

46. This matter also reflects the FBI's intent not to provide me with 

pertinent information within my requests and its inten~ not to keep its word as 

recorded in Exhibit 1, to provide me with copies of any and all JFK assassination 

records disclosed to anyone else. A later requester duplicated one of my requests. 

When he re·ceived no compliance, he entered suit. The FBI is compelled to make 

disclosure to him. However, it has not provided me with what it discloses to him, 

has not offered it to me or even asked if I want it. Yet five years ago it agreed 

with the Department that it would provide all such information to me. 

47. There are many FBI records bearing on the deliberateness of its non

compliance and refusals to search, some in the case record and unrefuted. Others 

I cannot now search for and retrieve are in the case records of other of my lawsuits 

against the FBI, are well known to it and its counsel, and they also are unrefuted. 

In this litigation Phillips, who has a record of swearing to anything at all, had 

not addressed these allegations. I believe that this is because the FBI's record 

and its own records are clear and unequivocal on this and because of the possibility 

that I might produce additional FBI reco.rds refuting any such representations. 

Recently, in reviewing the far from complete records the FBI provided in response 

to my request for all its records on me, I did locate a few more FBI records 

supporting these and other allegations I have made in this litigation. 
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48. One of the records that is in the case record and .is ignored by the 

FBI is the memorandum of the then Department director of appeals, Quinlan Shea, 

stating that the FBI was withholding many pertinent records from me because it had 

them filed in files that it simply refused to search or comply from. He held that 

filing is not relevant to pertinence. This is exactly the point in and purpose of 

the F~I's refusal to search in compliance with my requests and its arbitrary, 

capricious and entirely improper FBIHQ decision to limit me to a few main files 

even though my request is explicit in stating that it is not limited to them. 

49. Mr. Shea discussed this with me. Fie stated that, whether or not it 

had made a proper search, New Orleans appeared to have at least made a gesture 

toward complying with regulations but that Dallas had not even made any such 

gesture and had not complied. This was not rectified by Dallas, which never made 

any search until October 15, 1980, in response to a few directives from Mr. Shea. 

The inadequacies of ·the. New Orleans searches and their phoniness is documented in 

my prior affidavits and, despite the declarations subsequently filed by Phillips 

and New Orleans FOIA SA Clifford Anderson, remain undenied. (It can hardly be 

denied that searches dated a year before my requests were E.2E., made in response to 

my requests.) Mr. Shea was so dissatisfied he told me he planned to send an 

assistant to both offices to supervise searches. He then lost that assistant, who 

accepted other employment. 

50. An oft-repeated example of this tricky filing and refusal to search 

is the FBI's tapes of the broadcasts of the Dallas police for the period of the 

assassination. Without question, despite Phillips' repeated false swearings to 

what he knew nothing about, the Dallas FBI obtained them. This is stated in the 

FBI's own records pertaining to the study and analysis the attorney general agreed 

in 1979 to have made of these tapes for the five minutes of time of the assassiration 
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that an open microphone made the voices broadcast incomprehensible to the human 

ear. 

51. The request was by the House Select CoIIDnittee on Assassinations whose 

eminent experts had concluded that their analysis of the versions of tapes it had 

established the firing of a fourth shot which, the coIIDnittee concluded, meant 

that ther~ had been a conspiracy to assassinate the President. The FBI's solution 

holds that only three shots were fired. 

52. Although the Dallas FBI did make and have these·tapes and did transcribe 

them for the Warren Commission, this is not reflected in the special Dallas index. 

It, however, is limited to the few main files that, without dispute, do not hold 

all information pertaining to the assassination and its investigation. As of today 

no search for these tapes-has been made in Dallas and no attestation to any such 

search has been provided by Dallas. This is precisely the sort of thing the 

director of appeals referred to. Those tapes are indubitably and undeniedly within 

my requests, do exist, are withheld and, despite such motions as this to dismiss, 

have not yet been searched for after more than five years. 

53. It is obvious that the FBI needs no help from me in making a belated 

search for these tapes and it is undenied that I have provided it with all the 

information I have. It also is undenied that there is nothing more I can provide 

under discovery. This also included documentation. I have provided the FBI with 

its own records reflecting when, where and how it made copies of these recorded 

broadcasts, with its records establishing that it had transcribed them for the 

Warren Commission, and with all the information I have that does not come from its 

records. I even provided it with the pertinent content of its own special index, 

which establishes the tricky filing outside the appropriate main files. 

54. This gets to motive for such refusals to search and such withholdings, 
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motive in addition to the FBI's stated purpose of "stopping" me and my writing 

(about which more appears below). If the FBI now provides me with copies of these 

tapes and still withholds pertinent records, it thereby admits not only that it 

swore falsely in this litigation instead of searching - it admits that it lied to 

the Department in not providing these tapes for the use of the attorney general's 

special panel referred to above. It also is possible that those withheld records 

contemporaneous with that very untoward event, the obliterating of what the police 

broadcas~at the very moment of the assassination, disclose that instead of appearing 

to have ignored this exceptional development, the FBI was aware of it and still 

was silent. It is possible that the FBI's contemporaneous tapes are superior to 

the recordings of the police, which were not stored properly and have been 

scientifically rated as of poor quality for such a study. 

55. There are numerous such matters that now can be very embarrassing to 

the FBI, numerous investigative failings when it supposedly investigated "the 

crime of the century." I have referred to some of its failings and faults in this 

litigation. My accurate reporting of some of them in my writing was so embarrassing 

to the FBI that it concocted its scheme of "stopping" me and my writing by filing 

a spurious libel suit against me-. I have found some of thesn records in the 

personal records that were disclosed to me. All exist in the FBIHQ main files. 

I also provided copies of them in other litigation and in appeals. (See Paragraphs 

65 ff.) 

56. These records disclose that the FBI filed my information requests as 

"subversive" in its file on me as an alleged subversive, 100-351938. The FBI 1 s· 

100 classification means "Subversive Matter (Individual); Internal Security 

(Organizations); Domestic Security Investigations." To it, as I have alleged 

without denial throughout this litigation, my requests for informaticn related to 
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these most serious and truly subversive of modern crimes and its investigation of 

them is subversion. 

57. These records also reflect the inconsistency of FBI filing and how, 

through tricky filing and indexing, it can attest to a search that does not 

disclose records it. knows exist. This, too, is something I have stated without 

refutation throughout this litigation. 

58. Some of my supposedly "subversive" records are "Not Recorded." This 

1.s to say they are not the record copies that are indexed. Others are the "Recorded" 

or record and indexed copies. Thus a search limited to what is indexed to the 

FOIPA files (190) will not report the existence of my information-request records 

filed and recorded as "subversive" (100). (It is my recollection that other FBI 

records pertaining to my information requests are also filed under classifications 

other than 100 and 190.) 

59. Those processing FBI records can and do expose the deliberate 

inadequacy of its searches. For example, when FBI reporting of my allegedly 

subversive life could include seemingly derogatory information, they disclosed 

what appeared to damage my reputation, the FBI's purpose in its distributed 

rehashes. Where the identifications of the underlying files were not withheld, 

these FBI rehashes disclose that existing known and identified records were~ 

searched and were~ provided. There were a number of instances of this, I 

appealed, and after more than five years my appeals remain ignored and the FBI 

itself has not responded in any way. 

60. In this litigation, as I have attested without contradiction, the 
of 

identification/withheld pertinent records on "persons and organizations" who are 

"critics" of the FBI's investigation was disclosed. I appealed, sometimes including 

the disclosed Dallas and New Orleans file numbers, and the FBI still has not. 
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searched for and has not provided these identified and pertinent records. In that 

appeal I was successful, but the FBI deliberately contorted and misrepresented 

Mr. Shea's directive into what he and the FBI knew to be an absolutely impossible 

topical search. The FBI does not file that way and cannot ret"rieve that way. 

I attested to this repeatedly, attaching FBI records stating that it does not file 
. 

and cannot retrieve topically, and the FBI has not denied it. Yet it still h~s 

not made the required searches. Instead, it demands that I provide it with the 

information it knows it does not require for belated searches without attesting to 

any such need, and thus stonewalls this litigation, attempts to rewrite and largely 

nullify FOIA, and tries to shift its legislated burden of ~roof onto me. 

61. As an FOIA requester/plaintiff of some experience, I attest, based on 

this experience, particularly with the FBI, that requiring discovery of any 

requester, even a wealthy requester who can afford to pay counsel for the consider

able time and costs this would require, for practical purposes largely negates 

FOIA. I cannot pay my counsel and if required to do as the FBI demands, it might 

take the rest of my life, something the FBI has not denied or contradicted in any 

way. 

62. Another example of this tricky FBI filing that has resulted in the 

withholding of JFK assassination records from me even after they are processed for 

and disclosed to another (and thus should have been provided to me on that 

additional basis, as is stated explicitly in Exhibit 1) is filing these assassina

tion records only under the file classification of a Congressional committee. I 

have provided illustrations of this in attachments to earlier affidavits. 

63. This further illustrates how not making field office searches and 

instead limiting me to a few main files can withhold pertinent information that is 

not filed in these main files. I have provided illustrations of this, without any 
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contradiction even being attempted. 

64. T'ne field offices do not have duplicate files as "Not Recorded" 

copies. This means that information withheld by such filing would not be disclosed 

by accident through the disclosure of duplicates filed elsewhere and/or properly. 

65. When I attested to these matters and practices in my earlier affidavits, 

including how the FBI schemed to "stop" me, Phillips, who could have made a search 

and disputed me, made no response at all. Instead, FBI counsel made sneering 

comments without any basis for them being either cited or existing. 

66. The first of these FBI schemes to "stop" me and my writing was cooked 

up by Lyndal~ L. Shaneyfelt. He was an FBI Laboratory photographic expert who 

was in a liaison role with the Warren Commission. The FBI provided that Commission's 

photographic services, including duplicating film and photographing its reenactment 

of the crime. LIFE magazine had the rights to the best amateur motion picture of 

the assassination, made by the late Abraham Zapruder. It provided the Commission 

with color slides made from individual frames of this movie. Shaneyfelt did the 

Lab work on these slides and made black-and-white copies for publication. As he 

testified, he numbered the slides to correspond with the numbered frames. They 

are known to this day by Shaneyfelt's numbers. 

67. In the official solution of the crime, it was not possible for Oswald 

to have shot the President until Frame 210, when he was in the course of being 

hidden from Zapruder's camera by a road sign between it and hhe limousine. 

68. In the original film - and this is a matter about which Shaneyfelt 

was totally silent - this and the frames around it are missing. ·Shaneyfelt. 

pretending none of this had happened, numbered the slides as though they include 

the frames that they do not include. In fact, where one slide clearly depicts the 

splice made_ when the top of the first missing frame was cemented to the bottom of 
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the last, this FBI expert gave that hodgepodge the number of the bottom half. 

69. The original motion picture only has an image that is not shown on 

projection. It is captured on the film between the sprocket holes by which the 

film is moved. This amounts to about 20 percent of the total area and information 

of the exposed film: Shaneyfelt never testified to this or to the information 
. 

between the ~procket holes. If he had given honest testimony about this sprocket-

hole information, he would have testified in c·ontradiction to the official solution, 

which was decided upon by the then FBI director the very day of the crime and prior 

to investigation. (My attestations to the latter fact remain undisputed.) 

70. In filming the reenactment of the crime, Shaneyfelt did not use the 

Zapruder camera and did not photograph the reenactment from where Zapruder did. 

He thus, by his own admission to the Commission, wound up a full third wrong in the 

quintessential timing. His expert's fairy-tale explanation to the Commission is 

that it could ignore this error because he made a yellow mark on the enactment film 

at the correct point. 

71. These are far from all of Shaneyfelt's and the FBI Lab's failings in 

investigating and in reporting its investigation of the JFK assassination. It was 

embarrassing to Shaneyfelt, his Lab and his FBI when I exposed these and other 

shortcomings in-late 1966 and early 1967. This is what led to his scheme to "stop" 

me. Shaneyfelt wrote a memo about it on January 26, 1967, to go upward through the 

chain of command. In it he alleged I was inaccurate and libeled him and the FBI. 

No FBI component investigated his or my accuracy. Instead, it was merely assumed 

that I libeled him, and on this assumption the FBI's Legal Research Desk, without 

making any effort to determine fact, decided that the FBI could use Shaneyfelt as a 

front to sue me. The decision moved up to Director Hoover. 

72. What Shaneyfelt bucked to Hoover about my first two books is that they 
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"appear to be libelous of both the Bureau and SA Shaneyfelt. Accordingly, in an 

effort to discourage and stop such highly irresponsible and unwarranted attacks 

against the Bureau on the part of Weisberg and others like him, the Bureau may wish 

to explore the feasibility of having a libel action brought against him in SA 

Shaneyfelt's name.". (Emphasis added. Exhibit 2) 

73. This recommends explicitly th.at the FBI "stop" me and my writing and 

that it do this by using Shaneyfelt as a front, suing me in his name. This is not 

the only such FBI reference to "stopping" me and my writing and it is not the only 

one to originate in the Lab. 

74. So there would be no doubt about Shaneyfelt's and the Lab's intentions, 

to have the FBI use him as a front for suing and "stopping" me, he also stated, "SA 

Shaneyfelt, of course, contemplates no action in the matter unless desired by the 

Bureau." 

75. Shaneyfelt's stating that "of course" he would not personally sue me 

was not without other purpose in the FBI of that time when, it has been widely 

reported, its bureaucracts were manipulating the aging Director J. Edgar Hoover. 

Moreover, former FBI Assistant Director William C. Sullivan states in his book, 

"The Bureau: My Thirty Years in Hoover's FBI," that it was well known throughout 

the FBI that Hoover had a horror of FBI involvement in civil litigation. So, 

Shaneyfelt and the Lab, without confronting my accurate exposures of their failings, 

used this means of defending themselves to the top FBI brass, including Hoover, and 

at the same time presented themselves, not only as super-loyal and self-sacrificing, 

but also as willing to be used as a front by the FBI while having no intention of 

suing me for any other purpose or in any other way. 

76. As I attested earlier, the word "stop" is the word the FBI used, and 

that I and my writing are to be "stopped" is clear. Later, another Laboratory 

agent, Marion Williams, was even more explicit in stating that both I and my writing 
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were to be "stopped" in the/interest of the FBI. (This record was not included 

among those disclosed as pertaining to me. It is, however, in disclosed FBIHQ 

main files and copies are attached to affidavits filed in other of my FOIA lawsuits 

against the FBI. It has never made any effort to deny my allegations.) 

77. Aside from any other copying and routing by some of the recipients, 

Shaneyfelt's proposal was routed to all the top FBI brass who are listed on its 

first page and who initialed ·it. They also received the results of the so-called 

legal research (Exhibit 3) that was performed at taxpayer expense. This so-called 

legal research did not include determining whether or not my writing was accurate. 

It merely assumed that it was not accurate, without which I could not be sued. It 

also concluded that my writing was libelous and that such a suit could be filed. 

The FBI's "legal research" does~ state the FBI cannot or should not use an 

employee to front for it in a suit to "stop" a writer and his writing. 

78.· If in any of.this anyone at all in the FBI, includi'ng among its top 

brass and its "legal research" component, had any question at all about the 

legality, morality, propriety, decency or ethics of this scheme, it is not indicated 

anywhere or in any way in any record disclosed to me or anywhere else of which I 

have knowledge. 

79. Hoover and others agreed that the decision - on whether the FBI would 

use Shaneyfelt as a front in suing~ to "stop" me and my writing - be left to 

Shaneyfelt. He, having accomplished his purposes and having presented himself as 

the most loyal and self-sacrificing of FBI employees, then decided against it. His 

alleged reasons are those of which he and the FBI were aware from the outset. 

(Exhibit 4). 

80. There is another reason not stated. There is no way that Shaneyfelt 

or the Laboratory or the FBI is going to permit testing of the accuracy of my 
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writing about it and its investigation in open court. 

81. When I learned about this scheme I called Shaneyfelt's bluff - twice. 

My first knowledge came when he intruded it into a deposition 'in a prejudicial and 

entirely irrelevant manner. At the·end of his testimony, I told the FBI's in-house 

lawyer and its official counsel that if they so desired I would provide a written 

waiver of the statute of limitations. Later, wnen Shaneyfelt, who had told his 

FBI superiors he had "no desire to obtain a financial advantage" (in Exhibit 4), 

demanded $35 an hour in addition to the prescribed and prepaid witness fees and 

expenses, I repeated some of what I had published earlier. I gave him a direct 

challenge that he file suit and a written waiver of the statute of limitations. 

I received no response. (Exhibit 5). 

82. Those earlier schemed purposes are and have been accomplished by the 

FBI in my FOIA litigat~, which it can and has stalled successfully, thereby taking 

up much of uhe time that remains to me. One of the means by which it stalls is by 

ignoring my FOIA requests and thus forcing unnecessary litigation. Another is not 

to search after I file suit, and this has, consistently, been followed by repre

sentations to the courts, sworn and unsworn, that are evasive, that misrepresent 

and seek to deceive, and that are just plain false. 

83. In this litigation my :a:tt:o.rfbutiim of these practices and ,purposes to 

the FBI are almost entirely ignored. It therefore is, for the most part, not denied 

that the FBI has deceived, misrepresented, evaded and been untruthful, including 

under oath. My allegations are specific and, if not factual, are subject to 

refutation by the FBI, which has not done so. 

84. Among my sworn allegations that the FBI has not refuted are that I 

have already provided all the information and documentation sought under discovery, 

that the FBI Has not testified to any need for discovery, that it has no such need, 
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that it has not searched to comply with my requests, and that this unnecessary 

discovery has ulterior and improper purposes and is excessively burdensome if not 

impossible for me because of the nature of the FBI's demands, my age and my 

impaired health and resultant physical. limitations. 

85. There is, and the FBI knows there is, much pertinent information in 

· it's files that it has not searched for and that is not;: in the few disclosed main 

files. Like the tapes of the Dallas police broadcasts, concluded by the House 

committee to hold proof that the FBI's solution to the "crime of the century" is 

not cocrect, there is other and potentially embarrassing information in the field 

offices that has not been searched for and.has not been provided in the main files. 

Another illustration of this that also involves Shaneyfelt and is one of the many 

reasons he will not sue me is his investigation of the curbstone struck by a missed 

shot during the assassination. 

86. He had it dug up and taken to the Lab in Washington for testing. He 

did not report that this evidence had been- altered, although it is obvious and is 

reported in a Dallas record I obtained in this litigation. The FBI Lab proceeded 

to test what obviously was not the impact of a bullet and palmed off this phony 

test ·as genuine on the Warren Commission and the sorrowing nation. 

87. It happens that a bystander was wounded slightly as a result of this 

missed shot. The FBI knew this immediately and later was reminded of it when it 

transcribed the police broadcasts, which report it several times. When that by

stan~er, James T. Tague, then a young man from Indiana, planned to visit his folks, 

he returned to Dealey Plaza to take a movie 'of this spot in which he became part of 

the nation's history. That was in May 1964. He then discovered that the scar that 

was visible at the time of the shooting, that was photographed the next day and was 

published in the Dallas papers, no longer existed. When this curbstone impact that 
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the FBI ignored was reported to the Dallas United States Atorney in June, an 

investigation was compelled and Tague was deposed by the Warren Commission staff 

counsel. (Shaneyfelt's later removal of the curbstone for testing is part of the 

forced investigation.) During this deposition, Tague was shown photographs and 

was asked if they w~re frames from his motion picture of the curbstone and that 

area. He was astounded. He had not told anyone, he testified, that he had such 

pictures and he had no idea how the Commission could know. He was not told. 

88. The FBI did the investigating for the Commission. There is no disclosed 

record of which I know, other than in the transcript of this deposition, that makes 

any reference to Tague's taking or having this movie. The Dallas FBI did that 

investigating for the Commission. It has not provided any such record in this 

litigation. And, mysteriously and inexplicably, although Tague had not provided 

it to the FBI or the Commission, his movie disappeared from his home. 

89. The areas of embarrassment for the FBI in this matter provide motive 

for not making any search in Dallas pertaining to this part of the investigation. 

The FBI, which knew that acknowledging this missed shot meant confirming that there 

had been a conspiracy to assassinate the President, simply consigned it to the 

memory hole until ·it had not alternative. It then conducted a phony test of the 

patched curbstone and presented that as authentic testing of hhe original missile 

impact, which is under the patch and has never been tested. 

90. Before he appointed the Commission, President Johnson directed that 

the FBI make a special investigation for him. (As Director Hoover testified to the 

Commission and as is recorded in a number of internal FBI records disclosed to me, 

the FBI had no law enforcement jurisdiction and its investigation was not not for 

law enforcement purposes. That there be a law enforcement purpose is required for 

claim to FOIA Exemption 7.) The FBI's report, touted as definitive and the be-all 
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and end-all, is contained in five bound volumes, excerpts from which I used in 

facsimile in my first book. The excerpts I used are the two incredibly brief and 

entirely inadequate references to the actual crime. The FBI did not even mention 

all the known shooting or all the President's known and reported wounds in its 

definitive investigation. In this supposedly and toutedly definitive FBI solution 

to the assassination, there is but a single 10-word sentence referring to the 

crime itself and three short sentences referring to the wounds and one of the 

bullets allegedly fired in the crime. Instead of investigating the crime and 

reporting the evidence, the FBI created a multivolume diatribe against Oswald, who 

was presumed by Hoover to be the lone assassin. I attach the table of contents of 

the text volume to reflect its content. (Exhibit 6) 

91. As the table of contents reflects, there is no reference to any missed 

shot or to the wounding of Tague, both known and reported immediately and publicly. 

To reflect that there is no mention of this known missed or even any other shot, 

I attach as Exhibit 7 the pages of the index that would include shots and Tague's 

name if either had been mentioned. Neither the missed shot nor the wounding of 

bystander Tague is mentioned in the FBI's "solution" to this terrible crime. 

92. If the Tague records required to have existed in Dallas were to be 

disclosed to me in this litigation, it could be the cause of great embarrassment to 

the FBI. If they had been disclosed before the end of my C.A. 75-226 in which the 

FBI was the defendant, it could have been even more seriously embarrassing to the 

FBI. 

93. To make this and motive clear, I state two uncontroverted and 

incontrovertible facts basic in this assassination and its investigation: 1) 

nobody, not the best shots available to the Commission, not the best shots in the 

FBI and no private sharpshooters, has ever been able to duplicate the shooting 
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attributed to Oswald and that rifle, which required that, in all official versions, 

three shots be fired with accuracy in about 5 seconds; and 2) that the FBI accounted 

for all three shots without regard to and only by completely ignoring this missed 

or Tague-wounding shot. 

94. All of the foregoing pertaining to the missed shot and Tague are 

stated in great detail in C.A. 75-226 with complete documentation that includes 

FBI and Commission records and photographs, the deposition transcript and an 

affidavit provided by Tague. The FBI merely ignored all of this. However, it has 

all the information I have and all the pertinent documentation as a result of that 

litigation, so it knows that there is no other information or documentation I 

possess, if as it has not done it testified to any need for such information in 

this litigation. 

95. There are a large number of such matters that can be embarrassing to 

the FBI and that can account for its refusals to make searches responsive to my 

actual requests. This also can account for its arbitrary, capricious and wrongful 

effort to limit me to the few main files in which the FBI was careful not to include 

such information. 

96. The above-referred-to Shaneyfelt allegations that my work is not 

accurate and all other such FBI allegations and defamations of which I am aware, 

which means all it has disclosed to me, are not correct and sometimes are just made 

up - fabricated. My alleged inaccuracy and alleged background are two of the 

reasons stated in FBI records - and I mean this literally - for the supposedly legal 

determination that it did not have to respond to my FOIA requests in its interpreta

tion of FOIA. The decision not to respond to my requests was approved by Hoover. 

One of these creations was required by the dominating FBI fiction that it and its 

director are always right, no matter how wrong they are. How the FBI" proves" 
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that it and Director Hoover were correct when, without possibility of doubt, they 

were entirely and irrefutably wrong and how, when I am beyond any question 

completely accurate, it creates records that s~ate that I was completely wrong is 

illustrated in Exhibit 8, another record from the FBI's main file on my alleged 

subversion, where it is the record and indexed copy of this concoction, Serial 9. 

(E;xhibit 8) 

97. One of the perplexing and unaddressed questions about the assassination 

inv es tigatiion is why the alleged assassin did not fire a shot the only time he had a 

clear and unobstructed view from his so-called sniper's nest in that sixth-floor 

window. That one time was when the motorcade was going toward him, north on 

Houston Street, which is the eastern border of Dealey Plaza. Hoover testified to 

the Connnission that "some people have raised the question: Why didn't· he shoot the 

President as the car came toward the storehouse where he was working?" Hoover's 

explanation is that trees then obstructed Oswald's view. In my first book I quoted 

this testimony and published a Secret Service photograph taken from the so-called 

Oswald sniper's nest to show that there is not a single tree on Houston Street. 

(Exhibit 9) The fact is that when the motorcade was on Houston Street is the only 

stime there were no trees between that window and it. 

98. The FBI's "proof" that I was wrong when I was right and that Hoover was 

right when he was wrong, that I was "completely off base," consisted of telling 

Hoover that because after the motorcade left Houston Street, after it "turned left 

off of Houston Street," there were trees. (Emphasis added) 

99. This record also reflects the fact that the FBI monitored my public 

appearances. I have alleged, without refutation from the FBI, that as part of its 

p~an to "stop" me it also interfered in my life and tried to damage me and my books. 

The FBI and its affiant FOIA Supervisor Phillips do not have to make any searches 
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to determine the truth. They also do not need to know what is in the records the 

FBI still withholds. Enough to show this is in what the FBI disclosed to me. This 

also bears on FBI motive for refusing to search for and process its information 

pertaining to "critics." It engaged in improprieties against us. 

100. Another FBI record I cannot now locate but gave the FBI in other 

litigation states that WNEW-TV, in New York City, which had invited me to be a 

guest on a talk show, had asked the New York FBI to provide opposition and to 

refute my first book and whatever I might say. The New York FBI declined to do 

this but offered instead to provide information that others might use for that 

purpose. As another FBI report about this (Exhibit 10) states, the FBI "furnished 

all public source data and material which refuted criticism placed on the FBI or 

the Warren Commission investigation of the assassination." 

101. As the FBI itself states in Exhibit 10, I was not unfair to it. As 

no FBI record provided to me even indicates, by this effort to ruin me and my book, 

which failed miserably because I knew the facts and was prepared to refute its 

propaganda, the FBI actually made an overnight success and best seller of it. Even 

though the FBI's "data and material which refuted criticism" was in the hands of 

four erudite lawyers planted in the audience. 

102. The copy I use as Exhibit 10 is the non-record copy from the FBI's 

file on my supposed "subversion." The withholdings are not justified. The name, 

quite obviously, was of a public figure who was known to me; and when the FBI 

disclosed the record copy, in this instance filed correctly in its main assassina

tion file, the name of the producer who invited me to be on that show, Paul Noble, 

is not withheld. 

103. While not all FBI intrusions into my life and work were as helpful 

to me, and there is no reason to believe that helpfulness to me was within any 
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official purpose, this one was quite helpful. 't-Jhen that show was aired, I could 

not get copies of my first book to retailers and wholesalers servicing the area 

covered by the TV station fast enough to meet the immediate demand and, thanks to 

the FBI, a reprint was required immediately. (Some stores sold as many as 300 

copies a day.) 

104. An FBI sym~ol informer tried to ruin me and my second book on the 

opposite coast, when I appeared on a talk show on KCBS, San Francisco. He tried 

to do this by red-baiting me in the orthodox FBI manner. It sold every available 

copy of my books in the area before sundown. It also provided a standing-room-

only audience when I spoke in Golden Gate Park the next night. How and why this 

FBI informer who sought to ruin me could or would know about alleged events in my 

life· on the opposite coast and when he was an infant is not apparent, but his 

"information" also is in disclosed FBI. files. (All I had to do to face my faceless 

and unidentified FBI accuser down was not to dodge and refute his allegations after 

keeping the station from cutting him off because of the viciousness of what he 

said.) That this was done to me by a symbol FBI informer was disclosed to me by 

the San Francisco FBI, I believe because those processing its records a decade 

and a half later knew nothing at all about what had transpired, the actual event 

and its helpfulness to me. 

105. This was disclosed to me along with the filled-in printed FBI form 

for contacts with informers, the form I have stated without refutation the Dallas 

FBI was required to fill in for each and every contact it had with Jack Ruby. The 

FBI admits that Ruby was its PCI informer in Dallas but it has not provided that 

file (a 137 file) or these filled-in informer contact forms for each contact with 

him. 

106. Exhibit 10 also reflects the inconsistencies in FBI filing to which 
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I have attested. In New York the record is classified 11 66. Administrative 

Matters" called "admats." At FBIHQ it is classified "62. Miscellaneous -

including Administrative Inquiry." and is 1.n the main assassination file. A 

search in New York directed to assassination or Commission records thus could 

avoid including thi_s "admats" record which is in one of the FBI' s catch:-all 

c'lassifications. 

107. This record also reflects the accuracy of my statement that the FBI's 

information on and about "critics" was routed to its "Crime Records" division, 

which actually handled the FBI's propaganda and lobbying. It is obvious that the 

subject matter of this record is not related to "crime records" or to crime or to 

records pertaining to any criminal activities. 

108. Cartha DeLoach, to whom the Shaneyfelt scheme to "stop" me also was 

routed, then headed ''Ci:ime ·Records" and the FBI's propaganda and lobbying activities. 

It 'is his office that leaked the substance of the FBI's five-volume report five 

days before it reached the Warren Commission, after which the FBI pretended to 

mount a diligent and vigilant search for the allegedly unknown leaker. 

109. Another of my allegations and attributions of motive that was not 

responded to with any evidence but was the subject of FBI's counsel's sneers is 

my allegation that the FBI told the President, the attorneys general and other 

Department lawyers, and many others, what was not true about me but what was very 

hurtful at the time and, as new lawyers have access to it, I believe has been 

since. This is that I (and in another version also my wife) celebrate the Russian 

revolution annually. This is a complete fabrication and the FBI knew it was not 

true from other records it disclosed to me. This is part of the defamation the 

FBI sent to the White House when President Johnson was interested in criticism of 

the official solution to the assassination. The covering letter of November 8, 
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1966, was to Honorable Marvin Watson, Special Assistant to the President. The 

alleged summary of the FBI's information on me was attached, and this summary 

includes: 

"In 1956 it was alleged that Weisberg held an annual celebration 
of the Russian Revolution. This celebration involved a picnic at 
his residenj:e and was attended by 25 to 30 unknown people." 

110. The event, which did not coincide with the Russian Revolution in 

time and had no connection of any kind with it, was a religiou~ gathering at the 

farm I then owned. It was arranged for by the Washington rabbi of the Jewish 

Welfare Board. It was after the fall Jewish high holidays. It was for Washington 

area service personnel and their families, particularly their children. All our 

farm stock was tame, We had eggs hatching weekly, always had baby chicks and baby 

waterfowl for the kids, they gathered eggs, played with and rode on animals, and 

did other things children do not often have an opportunity to do and enjoy. What 

I then did was so popular and so attractive that the University of Maryland, 

which was aware of it, adopted it under the name "Old McDonald's Farm." 

111. This totally fabricated defamation of me and alleged linking of me 

and thus criticism of the official solution to the assassination with Russia was 

enough to end that White House interest which, if responded to honestly by the 

FBI, could have caused it considerable embarrassment. 

112. DeLoach handled the matter and the delivery to the White House. 

113. It is not only "critics" like me that the FBI harpooned to the White 

House and thereby directed interest away from itself. It also made such secret 

attacks on the CIA, particularly when Jim Garrison was making similar accusations 

in New Orleans. Another DeLoach memo, this one intended for Hoover, dated 4/4/67 

and in the FBIHQ main assassination file, states that the White House was giving 

some credence to what Garrison was alleging. Deloach states (pages 3 and 4): 
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in this connection, Marvin Watson called me late last night and 
stated that the President had told him in an off moment he was now 
convinced that there was a plot in connection with the assassination. 
Watson stated the President felt that the CIA had something to do 
with this plot. Watson requested any further information we could 
furnish in this connection ... would be most appreciated by him and 
the President. I reminded Watson that the Director had sent over to 
the White House some weeks back all the information in our possession 
in connectio11 with the CIA's attempts to use 

the mafia to assassinate Castro. (This is what was sometimes alleged to have 

triggered a kickback assassination of President Kennedy.) What the FBI did to make 

it appear that the CIA was involved in the assassination was deliiered by DeLoach 

to Mildred Steagall at the White House and it did make it appear that the CIA was 

responsible for the assassination of President Kennedy. 

114. Some of these FBI records pertaining to me confirm my allegations 

that the FBI refuses to make proper searches to comply with those of my requests it 

does no~ entirely ignore and that it forces and then stonewalls litigation, leaving 

no alternative other than abandoning information requests.· These FBI records also 

reflect an attitude toward the FOIA that is contrary to its intent and purposes 

with which I am familiar going back to that provision of the Administrative 

Practices Act prior to the 1966 enactment. Some of these FBI records reminded me 

of copies of Department records of which I did make separate copies for and did 

use in other litigation. The FBI has those copies. They show that even when the 

attorney general and the Department's Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) wanted 

compliance with a request, the FBI resisted and refused, thus causing litigation 

that lasted for more than a decadP.. 'That case went to th,? appeals court five times 

before it stated that it was satisfied that the FBI had finall] made an adequace 

search. And, as the Departm~nt forecast, the litigation had consequences the 

Department feared and did not desire. It led :o the 1974 amending of the investi

gat.:>ry files exemption. I believe· ~hat the FBI w~s aware of this nr.d regnrd2d it 
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as potentially less adverse to FBI interest than disclsure of the requested 

information could have been. 

115. My first request of the FBI for disclosure of the results of its 

nonsecret spectrographic examinations in the JFK assassination inves~igation was 

made in my letter of May 23, 1966. The FBI bureaucracy decided and Director Hoover 

agreed that it was not required to respond because it did not like me. I received 

no response. 

116. About a year later, in an appearance on "Face the Nation," Attorney 

General Clark, apparently misinformed, spoke inaccurately about the availability of 

all nonexempt information related to the JFK assassination investigation. I wrote 

him explaining that he was misinformed and I illustrated this with the example of 

the still withheld information pertaining to the spectrographic examinations. The 

Archives informed the Department that the FBI had not provided the results to the 

Commission, that they were not in the Commission's files, and that I was not the 

only requester of that withheld information. The Department, particularly OLC and 

the Attorney General's office, desired that this information be disclosed, even 

though the clerks apparently failed to find my request. However, the FBI was 

adamant and refused. Time passed. I desired the information and finally, four 

years after my initial and ignored request, I filed the then requ{red DJ-118 form 

the attached copy of which was provided to me by the FBI. (Exhibit 11) 

117. This FBI record also reflects its success in misleading the courts 

and in misrepresenting my requests. It also is pertinent to this Court's recent 

citation of the last appeals court decision in that case in which it is represented 

that my inclusion of the President's shirt collar and tie represent an enlargement 

of my request. This request, Exhibit 11, is quite specific in stating that it 

includes all "objects" allegedly struck by bullets or fragments of bullets, 
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uincluding garments and part of vehicle and curbst'one." I did not and could not 

have enlarged an all-inclusive request. 

118. In replying to the Department about this request (Exhibit 12), the 

FBI began bj seeking to incite prejudice against me in an inaccurate ~nd incomplete 

reference to an action under the McCarran Rider later found to be unconstitutional. 

(Among its omissions is the subsequent public apology to me 0vP.r this action. My 

then counsel included a former federal co1IDI1issioner, a fcrmer federal appeals court 

judge and a former subcabinet officer who was later a Supreme Court Justice.) 

Along with these personal defamations used regularly by the FBI as a substitute for 

w1Ht.. 
fact,Awhich it cannot refute my accurate writing, it described -my writing as 

"vitriolic and diabolical." These characterizations appear to have been much 

favored by Director Hoover, who employed them in his handwritten notes. His 

underlings in the FBI repeated them regularly whenever they had occassion to refer 

to my writing. As indicated aoove and as is reflected in Exhibits 8 and 9, the FBI 

has not been able to find factual error in my writing, as it has not been able to 

confront my affidavits and appeals factually. That its political diatribes and 

false characcerizations were also designed to intimidate all those, especially 

thot1e in the Department, who received copies is refle~ted by the fact that not one 

ever once raised any questions of fact in the countless records I have read. 

These include the Department's JFK assassination file. (I do not suggest that this 

kind of treatment was reserved exclusively for me. It is, from my extensive study 

of FBI records, standard prac.tice fo:r the FBI when it is criticized or even when 

it suspects criticism. Even the general counsel of the Defense Department, who had 

the same questions I raised about the FBI's five-volume report to President Johnson, 

received similar treatment in disclosed tBI records, as did several attorneys 

general and a Uniced States attorney.) 
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119. This record, too, is from the FBI's "subversive" file on me in which 

it is the officially indexed or recorde~ copy, as Serial 17. Again bearing on how 

the FBI files and how it can tgnore records in searching, this record is captioned 

as ·my FOIA request but is indexed not as that but as "subversive." 

120. The FBI took the position that because it had already disclosed what 

it wanted to disclose it had disclosed all it was required to disclose~ (Page 2) 

All the FBI had disclosed to the Commission is that it regarded the specimens 

tested as "similar." This means nothing at all, except that the tests did not 

disclose what is required by the FBI's solution to the crime, identical composition. 

Later, when I deposed the FBI's expert, he actually testified that the FBI never 

states the results of such tests as "similar" even though this was the very word 

he used in his Commission testimony which the FBI claimed was the only disclosure 

required of it. In this present litigation 1 cbtsined some previously withheld 

pages of the Laboratory worksheets, including his notes. They reflect this FBI 

expert's interpretation of "similar." He stated that the results of the 

spectrographic examination of the curbstone showed that the deposit tested could 

have been caused by an automobile wheel weight. That is hardly the same as or 

even "similar" to a bullet or fragment of bullet. 

121. How the FBI prevailed in the first litigation for the spectrographic 

examination information without even making any search is paralleled in this 

instant cause. In both there are sworn and unsworn untruths .. Although the attorney 

general and other high officials of the Justice repartment had actually wanted 

disclosure of the information I requested, the FBI's counsel told that court that 

the attorney general had deter:ninf'd that disclosure would not be in the "national 

interest." Aside from being untrue, this was not a provision of the Act and Congress 

had decided that it could no longer used as an excuse to withhold. Along with this, 
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the second Lab agent who had stated that I and my writing had to be "stopped," 

Marion Williams, swore that disclosing the results of these nonsecret tests would 

be ruinous to the FBI and would lead to disclosure of the identifications of its 

confidential informers and be a "national security" holocaust. This was trans

parently false, was never argued again, and when, after years of litigation, there 

was disclosure, none of th~ forecast disasters were visited upon the FBI or the 

country. 

122. Related directly to continued withholdings in this instant cause and 

my allegations of FBI untruthfulness in the alleged searches for David Ferrie 

records and the FBI's withholding of them is its reference to Ferrie records on 

pages 3 and 4 of Exhibit 12. As the FBI itself interpreted my Ferrie request of 

more than a decade ago, it includes all documents ";;ithheld from the Warren 

Commisaion." This was knowingly false because in at least FBIHQ, New Orleans and 

Miami there were Ferrie records of which I have personal knowled~e that the FBI 

withheld from everyone. It continues to withhold them from me even after N~w 

Orleans SA Clifford Anderson belatedly admitted finding some, which also refer to 

still others. This untruthful FBI claim to having given the Commission all of its 

Ferrie records was long before the time Anderson conjectures some w~re destroyed . 

I have all the FBI Ferrie records in the Commission's files and all those of the 

Commission's copies originally withheld by the Depa~tment's order (oage 3) and 

they do not include the records tu which I have referred - without refutation -

throughout this instant cause. 

123. Phony as it is, the New Orlean~ Ferrie search slip in this instant 

cause in itself gives the lie to the FBI's statements to the Department that it 

withheld no Ferrie records. Thzt slip lists records the FBI did not provide to 

the Commission. 
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124. There is no doubt that long before I filed this litigation I requested 

and the FBI knew I re~uested all its Ferrie inrormation. in~luding what it allegedly 

~ destroyed. There also is no doubt at all that the FBI lied, either without 

making a search or after making the search that obviously disclosed the existence 

of pertinent records it had withheld from the Commission and from me. 

125. In this litigation the FBI has taken the position that if information 

I requested in it also is included within other requests, only the other requests 

are pertinent. With regard to the still withheld Ferrie information, my first 

request was in 1967, I made another request that the FBI clearly understood 

correctly in 1970 (Exhibit 12), that same req~est is included in this litigation, 

and as of today all the Ferrie records still have not been processed. With regard 

to some of this withheld Ferrie information, in this litigation I informed the FBI 

wherQ it is. Yet when Anderson provided a dP.claration he still did not provide 

the Ferrie information he did locate after I identified it and at the same time 

pretended to compliance. 

126. Clearly, the FBI is determined not to comply. Its record is one of 

repeated untruthfulness. It is not envisioned in the Act, as I understand its 

language and intent, that in 1983 I am required to repeat my prior requests of 

more than a decade ago that s'-ill ha,•e not been complied with or that I must file 

a separate lawsuit for that requested information which also is included within 

this 1978 case. The FBI seeks to place an enormous burden on requesters and the 

courts this way and, within my extensive experience, succeeds. 

127. This FBI's FOIA attitude that if it disclosed what it wanted to 

disclose and not what was requested it had complied with the Act also is reflected 

on pages 4 and 5. This refers to the deliberately unclear and deliberately 

corrupted pictures of the President's shirt collar and tie that the FBI provided 
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to the Commission. The FBI held that because it had provided unclear and unfaithful 

copies to the Commission the Act did not require it to provide copies of its clear 

and uncorrupted pictures of this basic evidence to me. The significance of the 

FBI's position and its actual reasons for refusing me a clear copy of these 

photographs - which it had not provided to the Commission - became apparent on 

examination of them and when I deposed an FBI Lab agent in.another case in which 

they are exhibits. In order to have it believed that an exiting bullet had gone 

through the knot of the President's tie, when it had not, the FBI undid the knot 

and photographed it reconstituted so that a hole appeared to be in the center of 

the knot. With regard to the shirt collar, it is apparent that a clear photograph 

depicts the fact that the two slits in it, allegedly made by an exiting bullet ~n 

the FBI's solution, in fact do not coincide, are not even the same length and 

could not have been caused by a bullet. (In fact, they were caused by a scalpel 

during emergency procedures in the Dallas hospital, as was the nick, not a hole, 

that actually was at the upper left extreme of the knot of the tie as worn.) The 

FBI agent testified that because he had had the same question, whether those slits 

could have bePn caused by a bullet, he had directed an additional study be made 

by a Laboratory fibers expert. It is with regard to the results of this test, 

eti 1 1 withheld by the FBI, that the appeals court was mislead concerning the scope 

of my request, as indicated above in connection with my DJ-118 request that includes 

the "garments," Exhibit 11. 

128. The foregoing Paragraphs represent the kind of information that is 

embarrassing to the FBI when I compel its disclosure. These Paragraphs also 

illustrate that the FBI can be ~mbarrassed by exposure of the flaws and errors in 

its investigation of this most serious and most subversive of crimes. In addition, 

they illustrate how the FBI deceived and misled President Johnson, for whom its 
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investigation was made, and the Commission, for which the FBI provided most 

investigatory and laboratory services. 

, 129. I believe that is because the. FBI is well aware of t-he truthfulness 

of my allegations about its campaign_ of noncompliance and to "stop" me and my 

writing and of the contents of its records like those I attach and refer to 

herein that it has not made any effort to refute- my allegations. I believe that 

this also is why instead FBI counsel has made sneering and deprecating references 

to them and to my alleged imagining of these things instead of confronting my 

allegations. These records, some of those provided in incomplete response to my 

request for the FBI's records on and about me, reflect its tricky filing, its 

stonewalling and noncompliance policy, its policy of de::eit,· misrepresentation, 

untruth and slander in avoiding searche!1 and compliance and the means by which it 

negates the Act and creates and inflates entirely unnecessary cost statistics by 

means of which it se~ks limitation of the right of the people to know under the 

Act. 

130. In seeking first discovery and now dismissal in this case, in 

contradiction of all of the entirely unrefuted evidence I have produced and without 

even pretending to oroduce any evidencP. of its own, thP. FBI continues to seek 

immunity for what it continues to withhold, for not having made the required 

searches, and for perpetuated withholding of what is improperly withh~ld from the 

disclosed records. When I offered to dismiss because of my seriously impaired 

health, it refused and instead insisted upon a costly and impossible Vaughn inde~. 

Some of its withholdings cannot be iustified. Some of those that Phillios swears 

are necessary, in another of my cases the FBI swore to the opposite, that they are 

in violation of its policies and practices in such historical cases. This is 

literelly tru~ with regard to the withholding of the names of specia: agents in 
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such historical cases. This is literally true with regard to the withholding of 

the names of special agents in thP. last half of the records processed in this case, 

after they were not withheld from the first half. At the very time Phillips swore 

to the need to withhold (what had already been disclosed in any event) the FBI 

swore in C.A. 75-1~96 that its policy had changed as of 1977 and thereafter it 
. 

would not withhold such names. Meanwhile, in this iitigation it had already 

disclosed much more than the names of these Dallas agents. It provided me with a 

list of t:hem, their home addresst:s and phone numbers, and the.reafter asserted a 

"privacy" claim to withhold merely the names - from records that could be 

embarrassing to the FBI if the names of the investigators were not withheld. 

(Exhibit 13) 

131. Based on my FOIA experiences with the FBI and its public record, I 

believe that if it succeeds in having this case dismissed it will thereafter refuse 

to disclose any of the information it withholds and will claim; although it has not 

and cannot justify its withholdings, that the matter has already been decided by 

this Court - without the Vaughn index not made, which could not justify these 

withholdings if it were made. 

132. Based on this experience and knowledge, I believe also that the FBI 

will claim iIIDJ1unity for the relevant records it has not even searched for by 

claiming that they are included within my litigated requests. It has done this 

in the past. 

133. It thus seeks the sanction of this Court for perpetual withholding 

of all its undisclosed information relating to the assassination of the President 

and its investigation from any and all other requesters. 

134. The only reason I have persisted in this litigation after my arterial 

surgery and its serious and severely limiting consequences is to prevent the FBI's 
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misuse of me and this litigation ~or the Orwellian purpose of suppressing 

important information while professing "exhaustive" efforts to disclose all. I 

know of no other reason for the FBI to have rejected out-of-hand my offer to end 

this litigatio~ without prejudice to the rights of others. 

135. I know of no reason other than intended nonccmpliance for the FBI 

. 
not to have made the preliminary and final searches required of it by its own 

regulations or for its failure to abide by other provisions of its regulations or 

for its failure to respond to my proper invocation of its regulations, either 

when I filed my requests in 1977 or at any time since. 

136. I cannot conceive that compliance with my requests would not have 

been much less costly and time-consuming than forcing litigation and then prolonging 

it by stonewalling that is contrived by endless departures from truth, as I have 

documented in detail throughout this long litigation. Moreover, compliance with 

my requests would have eliminated forever what now will be inevitable, additional 

requests for what remains withheld and greater costs in meeting those requests or 

still greater costs in litigating to resist disclosure. 

137. If the FBI had really had any problem with my requests, if it had 

abided by its own regulations instead of violating them deliberately - and its 

violation was deliberate because I invoked its regulations in my requests - any 

such problems would have been eliminated easily. I believe the FOIA examptions 

are proper and necessary. This is not to say that I agree with the FBI's 

interpretations and unilateral revisions of them, which I have opposed. From 

personal experience I know the importance of protecting genuinely confidential 

sources as from the FBI's deliberate abuse of my rights to privacy I am made more 

aware of the genuine privacy rights of others. My record with the FBI in FOIA 

litigation, including in this litigation, bears me out. 
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138. In this li tigat:i.on I declined duplicates of th,: FBI' s tapes of its 

electronic surveillances of Marina Oswald as well as transcripts of them. In 

other litigation I reported the disclosure of the identities of FBI symbol 

informers, even after it became apparent that such disclosures could not all have 

been accidental and. that some were for the FBI's own ulterior purposes. (The FBI 

never responded, did not replace the records with excised copies to protect its 

symbol informers and never asked me to return the copies identifying them. One 

identified informer was in the mafia.) 

139. With regard to privacy and rights under the Privacy Act, when it 

became apparent that the FBI was going to disclose defamatory JFK assassination 

records and it had ~ot complied with my request (and my appeals also were ignored), 

my counsel wrote and telegraphed fi?:sf::the FBI Director and then the Attorney 

General asking that I be enabled to exercise my Privacy Act rights. Neither he nor 

I received any response from the Director or tbe Attorney General and the truly 

male.volent mendacities with which it had larded its records were not only disclosed 

and converted into a perpetual defamation - the FBI called them to the attention of 

the press, some of whom consulted me about them the day of the disclosure of those 

many thousands of pages of FBIHQ general releases. 

140. From the outset, from before the first calendar call in these cases, 

as I have attested without even unsworn contradiction, it was apparent that the 

FBI intended not to comply with my requests and would be compelled to resort to 

misrepresentation, deception, evasion and untruth. It thus left me no real 

alternative to documenting these abuses. I have done that with regard to each and 

every filing. Because what the FBI has done in this litigation is as I describe 

it, it has not refuted me and on only a few occasions has made any effort to do so. 

When it did, nothing was too demeaning, as for example Phillips' persistence in 
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insisting that the FBI provided me with "photostatic" copies when I did not receive 

a single photostat from it, or his subsequent insistence that all dictionary 

definitions are wrong and his fabrication is correct with regard to the kinds of 

copies provided and with regard to ticklers. 

141. Aside from the FBI's pursuit of its long-standing vendetta against me 
. 

and my work, what it has accc,mplished by more than five years of totally unnecessary 

litigation is using the Act that requires disclosur~ as an Act for suppression of 

public information; and having done that, it now seeks sanctions against me in an 

effort to procure a judicial license to continue to suppress now and in the future 

and for Shylockian extortion. Initially FBI counsel tried to intimidate me through 

my counsel (and perhaps him also) by threatening to have me thrown in jail for 

contempt. He then also found it appropriate to scoff at the permanent disabilities 

and circulatory illness of a septuagenarian, as my counsel has stated. When I was 

not intimidated and when it was without question that I was not going to be 

intimidated, he backed off on contempt and attempted jailing and sought dismissal 

as a sanctio~ - in FOIA litigatjon in which, a:Eter more than five years, the initial 

searches to comply with my requests still are not made and attested to and in which 

none of the withholdings has been justified. In its quest for sanctions, which is 

no more than a cover for its newfangled Cointelproing of the Act and of me and for 

its deliberate suppression of what can be embarrassing to it, the FBI leaves this 

factual record: 

1) it has presented no testimony to the n~e~ for discovery of any kind; 
2) it has not refuted my attestations that it has no need for any 

discovery; 
3) it has not denied that voluntarily, before it sought discovery, in 

my ignored affidavits and my also ignored appeals I had ~lready provided it 
with all the information and documentation I have that it pretends to seek 
by discovery; 

4) It has not denied that, until the untruthful allegation in the Motion 
to Dismiss, it did not even claim to need discovery; 
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5) it has not denied that it still has not made searches tc comply 
with my requests, as it has not and I attested it has not; 

6) it has not denied that, if unintentionally, Phillips disclosed 
that it did not make searches to coll!.ply with my request and instead and 
without searches provided only records of its own choice; 

7) it has not denied that even after I informed it that it had not 
made searches to comply with my requests it still refuses to make those 
searches; 

8) it has not denied that this unnecessary if not also inappropriate 
discovery is extraordinarily burdensome, particularly because of my 
advanced age and seriously impa.:i.red heal th and consequent physical and 
medical limitations; 

9) it has not denied that it still has not searched for and processed 
pertinent records I have identified in this litigation; 

10) it has not denied that it knowingly and deliberately misrepresented 
the instructions to it by the·Department pertaining tc "critics" and that 
it did not.file topically and could not search or retrieve topically; 

11) it has not denied that even after I informed it of this it still 
refuses to make the searches directed by the Department; 

12) it does not deny that it has not yet made any searches for such 
clearly pertinent records as ticklers - not even as described in Phillips' 
rewriting ~f the dictionaries I quoted - or the tapes of the Dallas 
police assassination broadcasts or for many pertinent individual and 
organizational records I have identified, including among others those 
on individual "critics" and their organizations and on David Ferrie, 
which I identified by their correct file numbers; 

13) it does not deny that it has pertinent information ·filed outside 
the few main files to which it sought to limit me in addition to the 
relatively few pages it was forced to process; 

14) it does not deny that it has not yet made any ELSUR searches and 
that it still has not made Dallas and New Orleans searches to comply with 
the instructions of the Court with regard to them; 

15) it does not deny that the records it identified and withheld and 
withholds as "irrelevant" are not irrelevant but are clearly within my 
requests; 

16) it does not deny that it is required to have and has not searched 
for other copies or versions of allegedly destroyed records; 

17) it does not deny that it has and has not searched special reposi
tories holding pertinent information, some of which I identified correctly; 
and 

18) it has not denied my allegation that its discovery demands were 
not made in good faith and are harassment. 

142. Whether or not there is a judicial determination of the fact, as I 

have alleged, that FOIA places the burden of proof on the government, the FBI has 

not even bothered to deny this. 

143. As I have attested throughout this litigation, the FBI has n~t even 

claimed to have met its burden of proof of showing that it made searches responsive 
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to my actual requests and justified its withholdings. (The Act states that "the 

burden 1.s on the agency to sustain its.action.") 

144. If the FBI really believed that sanctions against me are appropriate, 

it and its cou.nsel have all the many affidavits I have filed in direct contradiction 

of their own, and ~he government has the opportunity, if not indeed the responsi

btlity, of seeking to punish perjury if! swore falselr. 

145. I have the subject-matter expertise of which the FBI informed 

another court, stating that I knew more about the assassination and its investiga

tions than anyone in the FBI; and I have the FOIA experiences with the FBI to 

which I have attested in this and in other litigation. And there is the record 

I have made, subject to if not challenging refutation throughout this litigation. 

I therefore have no reason to believe that the FBI or the Department will seek any 

judicial determination of whether the.FBI or I swore falsely, as I have no reason 

to believe that the FBI's sworn infidelities to fact were ~ot known to be unfaithful 

to fact when uttered. The FBI and the Department know very well that I have been 

truthful and accurate. 

146. I know of no provision.of FOIA for sanctions against requesters/ 

plaintiffs, but I do know of provisions for sanctions against "agency personnel" 

who "acted arbitrarily and capriciously with respect to withholding" (4(F)) and 

for. "noncompliance with the order of the Court" (4(G)), both of which I believe 

are pertinent in this litigation. 

147. In this affidavit (on which I have not been able to work continuously 

and will not have time to reorganize) I enlarge upon some of the allegations I made 

pertaining to searches not made and for which no assistance from is either 

necessary or testified to in any manner by any agency employee; to discovery and 

whether or not it 1.s necessary or appropriate; and to the FBI's ulterior motives 
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and I bel:eve entirely imprope~ actions in this and in other of rrv FOIA requests 

and lawsuits against it to show a pattern. While the additional records I attach 

hereto are not the result of a special search, which is impossible for me, and 

are not by any means complete, they make it clear, I believe, that the sneering 

deprecations by FBI. counsel in substitution for any evidence from it are 
. 

inappropriate and unfaithful to fact as tr.e FBI very well knows. I have also 

addressed the Motion to Dismiss with uncontradicted evidence and have pointed out 

that (a) both it and the FBI's representation in requesting discovery cannot both 

be truthful (and that neither is) and (b) that it does not address th~ uncontra

dicted factual evidence in my earlier affidavits. 

148. When I was able to appear before them, one of the questions asked 

most frequently by collegiate audiences is, if the government has nothing to hide, 

why does it hide so much? I believe thP. question is self-answe.ring and that it 

also is appropriate in evaluating the demands for discovery, made without any 

supporting evidence and in the face of all the evidence, and the Motion to Dismiss, 

guised as a sanction against me, when the FBI has not yet mad·e searches 1.n response 

to my requests. If the FBI has nothing to hide in its ticklers (which is where I 

found that it has me filed under bank robberies and yet did not produce those 

records in response to a number of requests); has nothing to hide in its tapes of 

the Dallas police assassination broadcasts and related records; has nothing to 

hide in its ELSUR records and indices; has nothing to hide in its records pertaining 

to its investigatinn of this terrible crime and the persons and organizations 

involved therein - if the FBI has nothing to hide, why does it hide so much and 

steadfastly refusEc• even to search? The question is rhetorical. The FBI has m··ch 

to hide and therefore does not search and therefore seeks sanctions against me for 

my accurate exposures and my persistence in seeking the information it has 
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suppressed for almost two decades. 

149. The vigorous, extensive and less than honest FBI campaign agatnst 

me that is only partially indicated in this affidavit and its attachments has 

successfully obfuscated the nature of my work and study. It is not the pursuit of 

a real-life mystery! of a whodunit. I have made and continue to make a study of 

tne functioning of cur basic institutions in time of great stress and thereafter. 

In this litigation I believe more than in any other case the government has written 

its own history, in addition to requiring me to assist it in doing so. Regardless 

of the outcome of this litigation and the immediate government objectives in 

seeking the sanction of dismissal and earlier in its discovery diversion, this 

history is written. As a subject-matter expert I am satisfied that no historian 

could record this history as the FBI has forced it onto paper in permanent court 

records; and if there is hardly any other endeavors to which I would not have 

preferred devoting that part of the time that still remains to me which has been 

consumed in this litigation, there is no outcome that can make it a waste of time 

in my study or in history. History, an ancient Roman philosopher once said, 

writes truth. This litigation, regardless of its outcome, now is part of the 

history of the functioning of our basic institutions (which include the Department, 

the FBI and the courts) in that time of great stress, when our entire system of 

self-government was nullified by the crime of assassination, and thereafter, 

continuing as long as anyone seeks the government's public information and as 

long as disclosure- of it is resisted. 

150. After I completed the draft of this affidavit and my wife was retyping 

it, I found a uocument consisting of a series of four 1970 FBI records I had copied 

for use in this affidavit that had gotten mixed in with papers on my desk relating 

to another matter on which I had been working. (Attached as Exhibit 14) This 
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document, also from FBIHQ's file on my alleged subversior., is captioned "FREEDOM 

OF INFORMATION ACT." No duplicate filing in any JFK assassination file is 

indicated. The FBI's response to the DAG pertaining to my FOIA requests relates 

to Exhibit 12 above and to other of my requests to which I refer above. As eah 

be seen, the FBI's ~nswer to everything consisted in defaming me, for all the 
. 

world as though that is in any way related to an FOIA request. 

151. (These reiterated FBI allegations of disloyalty against me also 

reflect its dishonesty, the dishonesty of its searches and its retrieval from its 

own files and its intent to defame by selective disclosures in which it discloses 

unfair defamations while withholding exculpations. Prior to the time of the State 

Department's public apology and retraction of its action against me, one of my. 

then counsel discussed the apparent unfairness with Mrs. Ogden Reid, then owner of 

the New York Herald Tribune. As a result its chief Washington correspondent, 

Pulitzer Prizewinner Bert Andrews, was assigned to report the entire matter. He 

did, at length, and his reporting was published extensively in-other papers that 

are clipped and filed by the FBI. This includes the Washington Post, where it was 

front-paged. Andrews' investigation included an interview with J. Edgar Hoover. 

He told Andrews that there was no case at all and that under the same conditions he 

would not have done anything to FBI employees. This information has not been 

disclosed by the FBI, I believe because if it had it would not have been able to 

poison the minds of those many who received the FBI's dishonest and intentionally 

prejudicial accounts. This also represents incomplete searches and/or improper 

withholding. Likewise, the FBI has continued to withhold J. Edgar Hoover's letter 

praising some of my World War II period investigative reporting, the patriotism 

and loy~lty of which are beyond question, as is its public good.) 

152. My request of December 2, 1970, repeats ignored requests I made two 
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years eerlier, both accompanied by checks. All parts of this request pertain to 

New Orleans and/or Dallas records. I have never heard anything from FBIHQ or 

from either office, including when I raised questions pertaining to these with

holdings in this litigation, in which all parts of these requests are included. 

This also identifies the still withheld identification pictures used by the FBI 

in New Orleans when it briefly looked for a known but unidentified Oswald 

associate. (There may have been more than one such Oswald associate.) After 

receiving this request, the DAG referred it to the FBI. It responded twice, first 

telling him that "extensive research" would be required (a not inconsiderable 

exaggeration because only a phone call was required) and then misleading and 

misrepresenting to him. This memo also reflects the FBI's concept of vigorous 

investigation, how in its proud boast, it "left no stone unturned." It did not 

give a motion picture of Oswald being arrested - with three others not mentioned 

- and showing other ~ersons nearby, a motion picture described by four witnesses 

as including an unidentified Oswald associate, to the Presidential Commission for 

which it was investigating, "because the arrest had been completel_ documented, 

and other film was available regarding the incidents leading up to the arre5t of 

Oswald." Without non sequiturs the FBI Would be crippled. 

153. All that the FBI states, even if true, is not relevant to its or the 

Commission's examination of a motion picture for its evidence, which ranges from 

identification of Oswald's mysterious associate or. associates to the dependability 

of the witnesses whc testified inconsistently to the arrests and what led to them. 

Moreover, I do not recall seeing any of these earlier photographs to which the 

FBI refers. I am confident that they do not exist in Warren Commi~sion files and 

have not been provided to me in this litigation, although there is reason to believe 

that the New Orleans FBI had such pictures and suppressed them. The first paragraph 
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of my request refers to this possibility. 

154·. The FBI' s "extensive research" referred to is not unlike its 

"exhaustive searches" in this litigation - almost nonexistent. All that "research" 

told the DAG·is cnly what I had already told him, that the FBI had returned the 

two amateur fil.II.s. The FBI set out to deceive and mislead the DAG and it 

succeeded; it did ££!:_ let. him know that the FBI made and had copies of the films·, 

which I had reported, and it deceived him into believing that it had returned 

those films without making copies. 

155. After the FBI disclosed the Doyle film under a request more than a 

decade after mine, I complained and eventually received a copy. It still has not 

p,ovided a copy .of the John Mar·tin (Minneapolis) movie or the others. It simply did 

not respond. In this litigation they still remain withheld. 

156. As my letter states, I obtained copies of some of the films from the 

owners, all of whom claimed that the FBI had removed parts of their footage. What 

makes this particularly provocative about the Martin film is what happened when I 

obtained it from him. I had addressed a large noontime audience of University of 

Minnesota students. Several older men, obviously nonstudents and not of the press, 

were in the audience with a hidden tape-recorder that showed·when they changed 

tapes. When the meeting broke up, they followed me and a smaller group of students 

who assembled elsewhere. Martin came up to me and offered me his film. He, some 

other students and I went to his home, he got his film, and we then went to a 

private university projection room where we examined it. However, instead of 

taking it with me, as Martin had offered, I arranged for one of the students to 

have copies made locally, to mail a copy to me and to return his copy to Martin. 

Nobody outside this small group knew that I did not have his film. 

157. When I left Minneapolis that evening on a plane that originated there, 
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I saw my luggage go down the correct chute. On leaving the plane at its first stop, 

Kansas City, 1 was the only passenger whose luggage was missing. When it finally 

reached me seve:ral days later, the air line representative ··. told me he did not 

believe the explanation given to him but he could offer no ether explanation. 

My clothes werei a s~ambles and every scrap of paper, my receipts and even papers 

of matches~ had been removed £;-om my Valapak. My brand-new portable typewriter was 

virtually demolished, without leaving a scratch on the case, and an also new tape 

recorder, without a visible scratch, had been fixed so it would not record. 

158. Obviously, if the FBI altered Martin's film, that is significant 

information. Because Martin charges that it did, if it did not, that also is 

significant inJ:ormation. But the FBI, typically totally nonresponsive, has not 

provided a copy, including in this litigation. 

159. ln its letter to the DAG the FBI acknowledged that it withheld any 

and all information about Martin and his film from the Commission. This perhaps 

represents som1! FBI concept of investigating the assassination of a President and 

his allegedly lone assassin who the FBI had been told by many witnesses was not 

alone. And al1~hough my request states explicitly that I had a copy of Martin's 

film, the FBI's nonresponse to the DAG and its revision of FOIA is that I get a 

copy from Martin. 

160. The James Powell/Army Intelligence picture referred to was not 

provided to me by the FBI until a decade or more later, long after it was provided 

to a later req11Jes.ter whc then published it. When I complained to the FBI, it did 

provide a copy, but nothing else, no copy of any records or other pictures, and 

no reference to any search for them or their existence or nonexistence. Moreover, 

this FBI report to the DAG underinforms him to the point of deceiving him. It fails 

to mention the fact that Army Intelligence Agent Powell rushed into the building 
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from which the FBI claims all shots were fired, was there for the. search of the 

building, and had his loaded camera with him. The FBI makes no reference to this, 

to any other pictures, or to any other reports. It represents that Powell, outside 

the· building, 1:ook only one photographs, and it. referred me to him for it. It does 

not appear to be unreasonable to believe that an Army intelligence agent, inside 

·tlie building for a long time and armed with a camera during the search at the scene 

of such a crimE~, might have taken some pictures and filed a report or reports. 

161. What makes this, and parti~ularly the FBI's nonresponsiveness 

pertaining to any other Powell pictures and reports, more provocative is the fact 

that all of the records of his intelligence unit have been destroyed. This is not 

supposed to happen, but it did, years ago, and the Army informed me of it. The 

Army records had been sent to Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania, for storage but were 

destroyed. And what makes this even more provocative, again something strictly 

prohibited, the Army also destroyed all its JFK assasination records and so 

informed me. As I recall it, the Army identified three main files to me. Nobody 

ever bothered to explain why any Army records in any historical case, or any Army 

records pertaining to the assassinatson of a President/Connnander-in-Chief, would 

be destroyed. 

162. With regard to the professional New Orleans TV film still not 

provided or evEm offered, the FBI first rewrote the copyright law, as in time I 

was forced to establish by the litigation it forced, ar:d then told me to get the 

film from the stations, although my letter states that I had already and wanted to 

compare the FBI's copies because one of the stations had informed me that some of 

its footage had disappeared. 

163. What makes this, too, more provocative is the fact that the Secret 

Service also e:i,.amined that footage at the time of the assassination and its 
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description states clearly that Oswald had and was with an unidentified aa1ociate 

the FBI has yet to identify. (This also is the subject of another old request 1.n 

which I sought the fingerprint identification of one such associate, a request to 

which there hasi been no response from either FBIHQ or New Orleans.) 

164. That the FBI received my requests and understood them is reflected in 

its report to t:he DAG in which it paraphrases them. That my cr_eck was received and 

cashed also is clear. Yet except as indicated above, I have not received any 

response from t:he FBI to this date and no response from either field office in this 

litigation even though I have repeated these specific requests on a number of 

occasions during this litigation. No search has been made, no search has been 

reported - tte FB! just stonewalls and now it pretends it needs help from me in 

searching. This obviously is not true and it is one of the multitudinous 

indications of bad faith in the FBI's discovery and sanctions demands. 

165. The inadvertent omission of this document reminded me of an earlier 

such inadverte11cy, dropping the reference in the retyping of my April 10, 1983, 

affidavit to its attached Exhibit 13. That Dallas record, provided in this 

litigation, reflects the truthfulness and accuracy of my attestation that the FBI 

never investig:ated the crime of the assassination itself but was dominated from 

the first by Director Hoover's instant vision/lone-nut-assassin solution. One of 

the areas of embarrassment to the FBI is disclosure of shortcomings and failings 

in its investigation. 

166. The preceding paragraph refers to a Dallas FBI memo of the day of 

the assassination, written before Oswald had been charged with the crime, reporting 

that a nearby sheriff "advised JIMMY GOERGE ROBINSON and members of the National 

States Rights Party should be considered possible suspects in the assassination.'' 

Before there was any investigation, even before Oswald was charged, the FBI in 
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.Dallas wrote on this mem6, "Not necessary to cover as true subject located." 

167. Even if the FBI had had any way of knowing at that time that Oswald 

was the "true subject," as it did not, it certainly had no way of knowing in those 

first few moments that there had not been any conspiracy. But no conspiracy had 

been:ordained and ~here was no genuine conspiracy investigation; even after it 

was clear beyond question that the acknowledged evidence of t.he crime showed thaj: 

it was beyond the capability of any one man. (In this the matter of the still 

withheld police broadcast tapes is relevant.) 

168. What makes this instant FBI decision that Oswalc alone was guilty 

and its refusal to investigate anything else even more.provocative is that 

disclosed records reveal not fewer than three such threats against the President by 

the National States Rights Party in that area at that time. In addition, only 

three days before the assassination the President's motorcade in Miami was forbidden 

by the Secret Service after one of those NSRPers had been taped in~ threat against 

him. Using an informer who had been an FBI symbol informer, the Miami police made 

this tape and gave it to the FBI, which still withholds it from me. I did request 

it. 

169. In regard to the allegations of bank president William Walters, the 

former FBI New Orleans clerk, s6me of the records of which Dallas deliberately hid, 

as without denial I have already established in this litigation, the FBI investiga

tion of his allegations of a threat against the President is limited to a teletype, 

which it states it did not find. It makes no reference to any search for any 

other form of cotmnunication. Several other threats of that time against the 

President are recorded in form other than teletype. One in the Dallas area is 

that some of these extreme.rightwingers were going to "rub his dick in the dirt" 

when the Presilent was in Dallas. This also was reported to the FBI by local 
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authorities. No report of any.subsequent investigation has been disclosed to me 

in this litigation. 

170. Related to this immediate FBI determination not to investigate the 

crime itself are other existing records not disclosed in the so-called Dallas and 

New Orleans searche~ that also report this determination. That the records exist 

is revealed in what was disclosed to another requester in the records of the Little 

Rock field office. Not long after the crime FBIHQ notified all field offices that 

their investigations were to be limited to Oswald and not the crime, which the FBI 

regarded as solved. This disclosed record is the memo of that special agent in 

charge reporting this to all'his agents. It states specifically that FBIHQ had 

communicated this to all field offices, and all includes Dalla.a and New Orleans. 

I provided a COP!' to the FBI. It has been silent since. Specifically, no Dallas 

or New Orleans search for any such records is reported and no such records have 

been provided to me. The obvious explanation is what I have referred to as "tricky" 

FBI filing by means of which it can retrieve anything it wants to retrieve but also 

can hide information from FOIA requesters by keeping it out of the main assassina-

tion files and by refusing to search any other pertinent files. (Another 

illustration of this already in the case record is the New Orleans withholding 

from its main assassination files of its inventory of them. The Dallas copy was in 

. , those files and was provided. This Jed to my proving that Dallas was knowingly and 

deliberately withholding pertinent records, which embarrassed the FBI.) 

171. This addendum further reflects permeating FBI bad faith with regard 

to all of my requests, including in this instant litigation; that its noncompliances 

and refusals to search are deliberate; that its demands for discovery and sanctions 

are motivated by bad faith and have no basis in fact; and that all it has done in 

this litigation is designed to frustrate compliance, negate the Act, overburden the 
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courts and me, and is part of its decade and a half old scheme to "stop" me and 

my writing by tying me up in unnecessary litigation. Morever, while some of my 

allegations in this litigation may be new to the Court, none are to the FBI, 

whose own records, of which Exhibit 14 above is only the newest illustration that 

I provide, reveal the completeness and accuracy of the information I provided, 

that I always provided more than enough accurate and pertinent information, and 

that no discovery was ever at any time needed. From my extensive experience, 

only some of which is indicated in the completely accurate attestations I have 

provided in this litigation, if the FBI needs anything pertaining to searches or 

compliance, it is a willingness to abide by the law, make good faith searches 

and comply with requests. 

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 

Before me this 13th day of June 1983 Deponent Harold Weisberg has appeared 

and signed this affidavit, first having sworn that the statements made therein are 
true. 

Y PUBLIC IN AND FOR 
FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 
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-~ · S1u11eyfe:::. \Ve.isber; p!'eviously G°.Utl:o:ed the bock "'i.\~.i~e,.:;as:.11 ::..:1d is ~ow 
·. ~.-eported to be writing "Vlhi~ewash III." liarold V/cis::~rg is ~ :-:y:;:.:::.::town, 
.,.,·,,-N'iaryland, poultry farmer, an ex-State Dep:irtrnen: e::.i.:,lc:·1.;e, :.n.d :.n c:-:-~.;-::.::.:.:: 
. . inves-::..:.gator who was removed from both positions bec.:.us~ of s-;.:3picion of ba.:.::; 

; la communist or having communist sympathies. Yl eisberg !'.ad t:.~ took ~1r-= ..... -::a;: 
~! '.:irc.tE:lf because ha could not interest any publishers in it poss:~!y C:u~ !:o t:1e 
· { i::;.:.:.:~.:; r.ature of its contents. · 

" 

j ... i !n t''lititew=.sh :::::, Weisberg ei:ter.sively quotes t~:-a tast:.:no::y o: ~'- s::r.::.::,...:.;;~: 
.... 1r~";"'\ ... ding the e··-:i--.:--~; .... n of th~ 7..,.r~-.,der f.;, .... .,. .. ,.~ +-1-,,:. re-""n"'c··-· ,.,.., .... .-.·.--+ ~~r-t;.~....,.. • ....;,.A.••••._.,,_v •'- ..,._, J- 1.1,. .LJ.J.u g,..&....., .., ..... '-• -.. ......... ._._... ... •• _... , • _ _. 

. b"c--..-l On "'ho ·t";'ap-u.der f.;·....., Uo C'~ .. ""eS that c:-1,,. .. ..,.e.~el• t1.,. ... ,.1 •l-e -~ -.,,..,...:., .• ~-..:. .. Aa. w\.4 .l I. \;:;; .J,.I .i.. , :..J.-... ~'-- ..,~.:.&. 6 .._. .. ~. .) • J.I. • ._. :.. • .&. .I. '- - ,..:. •• ._._ --·•'-"••• 

l ... ,.,.,t w., .... ........ de 1:15.:--.. ...... ; .... i by ti..e .;ioc+-.:-."' of·:...~ Q~-- -1··~" ~ -~-· "·1·-:. -::-·."'.'·· '.· -·. ,,,.,.,.i,, 
\..6,M.1. .... ~ .1..,1,..i,'- \;;'. ..,,i..:;.,... •• \,,,. ....... \a,; ... .&.w .... ci,i..J-""" -·•'- '-•·1,,;; • ..,.J- --·-' •• ···::,-., 

. ~engaged in a re(;or..st~..icti.::n thay knew to be utterly :~se. n :·:.: 2.ll~;~::. i:: 
-·1· t Vlr.itewash II that S..~ Sl':aney.;~lt "was the:: Co~missi:z:: s p!i.otog-::.~1::.c a-:::Je;.·:, n 
' i "l1a did or sunerv1'se·~ t'-.. :- phc"'"'~···an',; .... lab wo ... k '' .... ,., n.:.:,,.s~ •, n-:,..:, c- -l,,:, -, t - "-" i.c:..... '-'"';>- l ......... - ) '--•'-,..., ...... ..., "- _........,...,.., .l1 ••• c 

JJC .. ttm' rr ... C ... n" floo ... ,_,,.y ,. .... ,,,,, ,..,,_.,,,,~ ,... .. +. ... ,.~.,..,,. 1"'":1 .~ ..... --,.;r·~.,_~ ... " ~ .. :.·-~-~ -:-.. :·· -~:.-· .. • ••• 
W• b • V••• -· .......... •~.!' \."_J,.;i;.li.w,,4 .J.'~~'-'- ~ A,J..J -· ...... ·-J .t..:;_""• _ _.. ... -.__ ""'-.,.··-'•-w-'-••_;, 

.. ,JJ in the reader's m:.r.d that SL Shaneyfelt did all the p:..oto~:1~~ work h~ refers 

. .,· / . •,( ~,t. .. '-•l . 
: · Enclo~:. · .: • , {': c,• .J , .... \. <.. · • . ( c.C. '1 
. -~ • ·.:Jr· Sl,\a ... -t,, .,r ·-:-;· ... ~-- .... -·····--... 
~- -62-109060 ,\"',.j .J· ,. -l -ll /..._______ _ =·-.v..., . __ 
·,.1 ·- Mr. :Mohr J- /,.; .EN~SUR.~ -,, 
. _.. l - 1\1!". De Loach 
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'f --•• 
. \·Ji;:e.i.:.c,:!·:J-:.du~ to !-.1'.i·. Co:irad da:ed l./26/G7 

~.\ . Pl...,.t'smENT JOEN F::'ZGERALD XEl\11\TEDY . · s2-1ocIJ ,, 
:·:.Re: .ASS.~-~T:.JN OF . C 

)\-~~c!l.Slly to ~:~:.~tur~ .~~ .:taring, ' 1 neditad or a!ic:c~~· photo~2::1hs ar.d !.'le _ ~.i.~ --~: 
l ~,l~-: .. · .. uc..:o___. eV1· .:.,. .• - • 7-·-=- co.., ... ,.,.:.~c- wi·""h"' ve ... •• i::p,,,. .. ~:: c 1-, .. ,:c,.t~c- tl-'!0 4 - . ...- ·• .,·-:- •• f•. .~-..._ ••-' 11 VJ. .. _..... .... ..w .,1,.....,4._.1i.4..,-, w w, • ,j ._. '-""~ •••.,..1.,,. A .L •• ••• ._ • ; 

f;fiA cli:i..,ey!dt cut out tc..: n:t:.:..:.-.r:t·:~~lciz.;d missing fra.r.ies 2JS through 2!1 of _ ~; . 

-~j~~~~;~~t~~~:!~~t~~~e-~~~ti~~;~~;,c ~~!-~~~~~~~:~~;i~~~;~ d~~~: t!lo · ·· · 

; JJ<Life Magazine has recen~y admitted having splice:. tl:e o:"igir ... ".l Z2.pruc~er :il=. 
t and cut out the four frames.) Thecc frames we:re r..c: r.:issing in t!le F3I copy 

· of the film and were cc ns::.d.ered in :ill evaluatio::1s by t!1e :i:~1:.or:::orr r..::C:. ::.c 
"',v rep:-e£ant~tives of the Commission ·~;ho viewed the F:S: copy. &:. ~:::::.-.:.c~,r:~lt 

l r...ade sevaral photogr:1::,x.c e1:air..::iatio::1s at the rc::uest of the Co=i~.,.-:s. s:o:i ~!:: 
rHc.···nc· .. rw1 -r":ie~-- .... ··0"'1.o•~r .. r··'·.~c ,-:!:-. •110·, .. , .• " T~,._.,. ,:-,:-:5-: .. · .• • ~ ... +-:.. ~ -~-~-........... _.,..:. ......., I. ....., ._ l"•• i;:, '- J.l._ J..-w "• - ..__ ._...., 4-...,...,i, -- ~ ..., ...... '- • ""' '-••.,......, ___ ;.,;...... . 

J 
but did not "run it" and, o! course, did net edit, C:.cctcr, c: mutila:e ~"lY a1.r!.::.:;::.:;~. 
Weisberg suggests that SJ.. E..11aneyf elt may be a i:erju=e=. 

~, ... ·t:! . :. ~· ;-~ ...... 
_,r f. .. . 
'JJ ·'- · · · The allega.tions of V/eisbe:-g would appear to be libelct:.S c: bet."?. the E=e!lu 
. 1and _SA Shaneyfelt. Acccrciingly, in an effort to di£cou=aga 2.nd sto:, s-.ic!l h:;!:ly 

'

irresponsible and U!lwar: .. an.ted attack.s against the Bu:. .. eau 011 thepm-t of ·~7~::..s::..:::·g a::C: 
:-. othm.·s like him, tha Bureau '!r'.AY wish to explo:-e t.~c !Gisitili.ty of l"~vi:i.~ a .:::.:.~ 

.. iaction brought against V!eisbarg in S.t ... S~"l.eyfe!.t's :-"2-:.:~:.;.. ?'a.cto:-s to be •:.·~:.g::.:..: 
.·, .·:in any such cons!.de:-:1.-:ion are: (1) Le~.l estizr..2.te oi wt~~he:- success.:~. ~ . .:.::: ,:-i~·::: 

. ". b~ sustained based on (a) the irresponsible· c.n.::. .or..l~c:...:,us st2.temer.:.s :i: :::~ t::).:i ~s 
l J?ppos~d to (b) th~ recent Si:,reme C?~t decision hol~:1~ that ~~v7s_wo:·tl:.y~ p,3l·~m:.s 
~ mcluding t.'1.ose wno do net se~k puJ:.llc1ty have only a .i.ll':uted r1;;:t to St:.-=: ro:i:. c.:l~a,;es 

. I for false- reports that are pt:.blishad about them; 2.r .. d (2) a tactical estin::.ta 2.s tc 

ll
whether a net g----i.n would accrue, b~a:i.11.g in mine.: :l:a greatly i.11c:.·~z.s~d :i:c:-u:-
which such an actici1 wocld pro"l'/ide for v7eisberg, as opposed to the fa~-::~~ r...; !s n.cv: 
apparently forced to pt.:~::sn his bo~~~s p:-iv-...!aly. . 

~ ·-,~: ~-i 
• •

1
.:· ,. SA Sh:lney:elt, c,;, course, cor:~e.:.::.plates no action in the :n~t:e: dass ~c 

L, .. desired ·by the Bureau. ... . 

. ~COMiv:E~"'DA'!'!OI~: ,, .... 
-1r, · ·~ The Bureau may ,~sh to refer t.lti.s memo:r-~"":c:.i::n a..,c.: t!:a e::c:os~.:: boc~~ _ ._ 
. ~"V:7!'-J.tew:;-sh..in to ~he ::~gz.l Researcl: Desk fo:: review a..~Q cor.siC:era.:::.on ~s : · ""::e::.-
\']i: m!.~ht.ferve -~ a basis ior libel action against V/e:;.s!:;:;rg. ~ ., . :: / 

1 • • /j /' \/' ,, . . 't. / }' . > ( -<>;./ .... ~ ,,, , ./ 
. .' I ' .... ', \ P . • ,, • • J'-: , ......_ \ .· 1- 0 
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.:, Att?.c!:ed memor~ndum of 1/26/6?-~ .. c~ptio=.eci as ::.tov~, f:·o::: - I ........ ~··. . . , .. ..: . 1'.·-=· VI. D. Grillit...\ to Mr. Co!l!"ad, concluees by rGcouir.:.e::::.:.::.,:: t!'.:!.~ t::~ :..~c:.:. ··· .. ~-. r. ._ .... . . 

R '>C'eO:,rchU,..;t Ci.'""f-,:,_rn:1:··~ nr'J..e"-~-.~~· ,i.-;..e S'""+e-.. e-·'·eo --.~--?'> "C"~~-_-,:. -:--- •• -~H .... ,.:.- ••• ,._ •.• ·· .. ..__. ... - ............ i.-: ... -.;,; ..... ~ Y'{ .. .._ _ _._ ~ ...... 1-,...1. --..,; ___ '-,;.....,. '-.::,-•··-- - ...J4 __ a,J..,,,,, ___ ....,_~ 

,-: . ) ~,:a..'":liner SA Lyr.dal L. Sru:.n.eyfelt are libelous. "2'0-: Cle !'e!ls0::-..3 ~~ov:i: i:dC.\71 

~..::.. tha Legal Resaarch Uni-:: concludes that the state!':1G:1ts ara lfoe!ous 2:..=: t:.~t 
:.t. ~- SJ.. Shaneyfelt bas a cause of action agains! the au!hor o!.Wl:.itewash n:. · · · ·· 
-.t:.,.1f,..~-. ...;. 

'\ '. The s:tateme:t:.ts made in the beck ce:m:tely are :ibelo~s as to . ;. · 1 any ordinary persor:. They go far beyo!'.:d the ra:i.ga a:_ f2.ir cr:::iciz:::. ~::.cl c!.a:::.:.·:7 
c!~rg~, in theil' totcl context, tm:.t S!lz.neyfelt is a li:.r 1 forger, 6tc. Tlley 

.; 
•1 p:-ovicie a=. ample basis on which :he ordi.n.:::..-y pe:-so:-. could sus fo:- li::..;;:., e:.:.:.:.=.::.· 
,,_,. oi· defamation o! ch2.r~cter as the case may be • 
.;. ;; 

•• ~; .< ~ A speci=.l. problem arises ir. eh2=.eyfelt:s cas~, towev~=, t~c:..::.z:a 
i ~- i he is a public employee who has come to some p~bl:.~ 2..t-::en::o:: :..s a :· e.s~: cf =~--== 

·)~ . •. use of his examinatiOI"-5 in. ths wcrlt of the Vlarre:i.. Co:n~:ssic:1. 0::1 tb.~ 2.S$~.:.::.~t:~:.: 
... ::- • of the President. If 5h::..."leyfelt is now a "public c:Zfic:.aln his c2.sa wc'1lci :;e 

· \ : -~cfatl'.;rmined by a rule ciff ~rent froi:..: that used in ci~~:.:lir.6 a=. :.~·.:~c.i f0:· libel 
·o,..c·,r:-·n:t by ... .,., c.,..,.:;.,.. .. ~y r.':l-C'."'\n. ""1,.;s _,,~ T:7aci ,,.:,, ..;·-,~•·· .... ~-:. .. ·~'-:r ·--7 .. · .. -_ :'"··-··-.···-. - "-..;,) "°"""' - "4.L........... ._..f"'-J.. Ii.JV• J. •"'- ~- L.i,,.Ja"""' \r\: ._ ~-"- W.IIW ,t .J. '""-""- •J )J ~ ••-""" -,'"""'-J- ----~ 

Co,,_.,.;..., NTen• ~Tort- r.-11·1···1es T .. c V c.,..,i11"v!:'I- C:•"",o'"· -u- ~ -:·= f.. 1 "~· z .• ) -=---..: •,-:, ... 
._. ._ .,.,.,. o1r. \-Y .., ..!. •• , .Luo • • C L.J....:.. c..-, eJ • '-'• .,.._, - \. .J.v \J•..;. > ....._\.a - '--. ... 

·. .. a.s follows: . · 
1· ..... 

. FA 
'·;1·-·: lC1',.:i-.nS~ t •""'b1ic ou-,~--icl i'eo :-:i:c,T•ec.· tl"'"!. c:,,..~ ••::,·---,::,..:y "er]:\.~'~--,· •:: 1 .. --,..·-=--

-~ ~~ .... ,.J\.L - -""" i:.,} " .t.;: - \ - ... c: ............ ~ - --t...1"-- __ ,._ -----'-• 

t. :, . •· " ~-1 ii ha esi:.!Jiishes that the utt~r2..."":ce was fals'= ~.:.c: tli:::.t i~ wa.s ~:::::.t~ \'.°!.::.: 
• .I• -" 

,.. ,.· ··. l~cwlec6e of its falsity or in rec!:..~ss dis:regarC: o: -\0::·"~the!" i: w2..s f:2s ~ o::-
.. ,. -· .,._,e " T- othe.,. wor·ds a r:ub11·c o·:,.;;c.;::-1 -12.~1 c-1.:. ...... .,.~ ... -.:u1.1y C'"i.!"' "'o·· 1 ~·---~· • - c:·-- · ·· · .. .. ~... • .L:.l .. ' •"' .......... J.J. ,,/ .., -..,\.,.;1.w_.__ - ................. - ___ .....,._ "'-'- .... ---:.:·~ 

:",- . ocly by,..ll,.Pving actu:-.1 malice and thi3 muzt be FOVa:1 'c.y E!lowi::g t'.:..:,~ t:--" f • .~,ca 
4
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lv:Gmo:-:.nc'tlm J. J. C2...s:~:;;:..4 to Ni::. 11/.i:~!~ 
:~. i' Re: l .. ssassination oi :!?=..·esident .... 
~ .. ~..-... :i.~zger:!.!.C: ::::~:e.:1,y 

~s, 'rexis, 1:i./22/63 r .3cell~..neo'..!s !n.:o=..··-;:z.tio:: ""':r:.:crning 

c-: ••.•:-.~:11er i!: w~s tr:,:; or f:.!ce. L puclic oifici:.l is l:e:lc.' to t!1:s zt:·:.ct.:= 
•• - t". ...... .,,. .. ...._ -·~ 1""11"•·•• "•• •··u 4 •I., •.r ••· ··•'.J ···•:...li. 0 .... 4•.• ... ~ .. !,- ... ,,.,. - , ............. "?;..,. _ ..... ::,...;...,, 
·· ..,...._....,"---'- V• z:,.l....,'-'• ..,_'-..... .:....: .... w v-.;;-,1 1.:..-... -....Lw - -...ti...!""'-'---•"-'••....,_.;.. J..._..., __ "" '-'--·'----
. is sue'- -"l",.,. m· .. f-e 0 go\1e1·n'"'l"'nt a r--e:at ~ :,r., c·" c 1·' .. : r,~ ,:- ....., co-,.. ,.. ... .; .,,.,. ~l- -:. ..... - •• ~ a. ... 1.;:,: ... ..,., • ..._ ii;,)• \.,;,\:....;... ..;,. - .:...v_..,.... -l~C- ··-•-:> ;.....&.;: 

'rr · .:official 2.!~d. r.is conc!uct of.official a.ffz.irs must be tc~crated. 

-.; 
Th~ Supreme Court bs not clea:-:y c.e:'.:ir .. Gc! :l:e t2::-:-:~ "::::.:.;.::c 

cfiic~:l.l" for 2.1.l ::iur,·os~s.·· As the··~ said in ?..csz:--1:.1:::t v. 3~ .::: , ~.:.S U. :. 
.75 .(l9G6): 

..... ; · ''\"!le rem1r!~ad in New York Tiir.e~ t~:.t ,s.re b.:?.C:. ::~ c:c::...s~.:.:. to 
. determine how far clown i:;:ito the lower ranks of gov13:.·nr.1cm: e::.:;:i.oye::~s t!:e 

-~;. _tpublic o!ficfai: designation would er..and for purposes of t!lis n.la, or 
. . ,· 

otherwise to specify categories of perso:.:.; who wculci. or woulC:. :-.. o: be i!::2:c.dad. " 

A -Pt"'r .,. i.."' "I b"'ve la--,., ...... rr-e the Co•·.,..... '"e··· ,...,.. : ,., "'='· o c:o e-· ·· · "'...... ,, ~ ... \. '-4J.'"- w.. """' ~-~~it.:) , -...... L, i.: •• .:.:.. ....,...., ~. -· ,_ ·--- ·-- • 

Ea-=--:· .,. .... •·eoe o ... ,.,,;.r q•, ... l·'.-i-,;T.;.,.nc:, wor~- ~.,-.~ch we ,.. ..,.i; .,_-,..,. c' e ... -.. ~,;r :-~c.·: c-:-,.:.~ ...... -
' --- ' ......, \.ii.a;, .... ~ ~ -J 4,4 .::, ~ ,. .... . ~'-"--- \: \.ii - "'"- -- ..... • _ ...... __ ._ 

s_..:_ ~lm.r.eyfelt is r.ot a ";,ublic 6Ei=j..,~" fo~ p:!..~oe~.: ci s:uit fo= l:°!:Jel :..::::. ~1:...-_::~::. 
The Cour~ said, for ex:..=iple.: 

''It is clear, t!:erefore, that th.a 1F· .. :!.:l:: c::::.'!i:.2: C:as~z:·.:.~~6=-
:1;:,lies ~ th.e very le:.st to tho3e amor.; tl:a !:i~:-::.i·c:iy of gova:-:-...:.::~:-t 
er.1ployeas who ru:.ve, c::- ap~ea= to tha rm:Jlic to r.~vc, su~st.:...--:t:.:..l r8.s:~.:::.si.::·::.:.:y 
!or or contrcl ova::- tr.~ cc::c.uct of govei·r .... ""Ilent:.l a::z...i:.:.s • • • E~t ~ c.:::c~::.:siv::. 
that the New York Tir::.es :-.:tlice stan.d.2.rc.3 ap;i:y coi.:!~ n~: ba re::.c:...~c::::~:.·~l:1 

'he,.~·:use a s'-·te,.~~nt .-. ~ .. ,.......~..&..o ... y of c.o.--e r·--~c- .. 1··· r·-~,~, ... " .... ........... ,.. ......... ~,--, c"···----~--.., .._.. t...a. u • ..:: - '-w.:.'-••·-· - ..i •• .;. .L .. .: • .:> ..... ,;;;,"', ----•···..: .... .:: ••• .:,..,-'-'; ..;;._.,.. __ . .:;_ 

the public=s ir.::arest; t:~t cor..c!u.sio:.1. would virtu,;o11y c:isrega.rC:. .:ocie:y~~ i:.:;e:rest 
l) ir.. protectu:.g rep..:.tat:o~s. The emploiae:s pc3i:ion. :.-:::1.:.st !:a 01:.: wi-:.:.cb.. wc-.:lc. 
·, i!:"trite fUblic scr-1.ltiny ar...:i discussion of the person holdil-ig- it, er:.:irely ~:}:.:-t 

from the scrutiny a:id discussion occasioned by th.; ~rtic~~1.,~ ct.1.rges i::. cor.::-cva:.-sy.:: 

-· 
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Memoraadum J. J. Cr.~~ler tc Mr. N.c.hr 
Re: Assassination of :..--resident 
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.: 
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' 

Joki I 1.-::zger~d Ke:-.r:edy · 
3..uas, Te:.eis, 11/22/63 Ts~e J1 ailecus ::r..:c :·:r.:i.tion C vnc ernin:; .. [ . .·· .· -::,-. 

!f> 
_;._-: ~-C'-r; ... 1·...,,.1. ,~.,·-~o· sue'" ···~ . .;,.. 0"" t"-"' '-·· 1···..,-v h~l..J C':" 1 ·r '"" '"li,.. or·1:..,,.-y ~·'"'"~~,,; -
.._.. . 0,r proof Wei .. ,. l·' ..•.• ; ... .-~·· -1·~,• -:-o · · 's: ... _.,; \/-...' .• • ..... , ··e ---·..-.ty s1 ·~1"''"'••-,-,,:, 'J.,y 
. l ......... "4 •• -'• .. - •• #, . ••"- """""""·- ---. J .t; ~ .... J 4,.-., &...:.I..: '--••·.... ............. \.4 

,.~ . - ... t..,,;,,... .,:, .... '-'-•"' .__-~ "-• - 4-.-......... ......... • .... _ ... """'-- w ........ _....,_ ..... J.J-.J• l.,.i.:""" w 

~b.;:" the defarr...atory 12.ngwige used in the referenced book. · -
'µ.-

-.-- . 

It is believed, moreover, th.:?.t ev~=. should 2..6. S::!.~r..ey:t;:.t b~ r..e::l::. 
to baa "public o:iicia!n for this ~UI'!)cse, ~ re:~:-~:.:ced. boo!~ C::~p~::-)·~ st:~: .. :. 
r 1:1c1-· ~ss d.;c,•e'T~,.c.· .~,. .• ""h"' +.. .. ..1'"1,h 0,.. f""is1··y a~ .. ;.._.., ...... -=~ .1.1...,.,.:. .. ,.,,. ...... -.r:··1 ~r' :'~ "-" •-· - •W• ..>...._, -"-'- '-• "-" L.J.. a.. - "-- I,, J. '-'•'*"-- ~ '-- L-..- .. -... \i.i" ..... wt.--..--- •••--'\.ii 

t~::: SA ~!1.3.neyfdt p:·c::~:ily cocl.d r;:cover ~eel" ev-=n j,113 stl·ic:er s-;;~:;;.;::i 
· · ~~·:.li.:d to oublic offici::2..::;. . -. . ..... , 

. ;I. 

~ .. . ' 
I.• . 

... 

The:-e a::-e sever2.l policy cc~icie::-:. tiou.S wr-li::h a.ra :::ct w:.~:::. 
tte province of tl:e L~zal Research U .. ri.t but we mer.tic~ t.lie:::i for s:t:.cl:. vz.lua 
as they may have in mzl±lg a. decisio:i ·.~·· · :her Sl_ ~h2.ney:elt s!:ould_ bring s-:.:.:.t: 

_,,: · (~) -.· -:··· ~ ,~,~,,.1 ;.., 4-~-~ re.ze-~,..ce·· ~~ .... c'~ : ~ ,..,..t c-...-= 11 -:1.,.-,,.e--· ·-·0•'7 - - .. --·- ._..,-.. --· 1........ - - ,..__ '-4 i..,.., -- •flJ __ ...., ··--'-'•-..:, ..... -- "", 

l 
th ~ ... , . .o.t...o- I-'-' V CO:n~ C".:. "~.:.,.l V·T1•;t~°';'" ch~ - ~ 1,.,.. _,. ,.,.~ ,.,.. lo~ ; c- c-":...; ··- -:-.~ 

.4'-r ~--....a. • ··-- ~ -- '" J..W. \: ·- ""., ....... ---- -- """""''-'•• \' ·-lt...,.L~ ...... ·- .., ....... ,... .. v ..,....., 
no\ltr W,..1.~"'J.rr' - ')Tnd .,...,.T~-:l ;.., •',,.t b001"' 2.c..•~;+.;QT\'-l i '"°'"'"'·o-• -:.-""c:: '1r1'"1l• ,..,. -:---:> e"tr•:.- ,-•,-_.,.,,.-... 

iY - &...:... c, c...... .,. • .._.~ ~.&. W...... ..... .....,we. .-. wl.,-',.•-•••\;.;•••..., ,. •• ~-- ..._. "'- .: "-•• __ ...,_ \i." 

,;· -=-lous +iv,n thoce .,....,:,,4,,. 1..-,.-e ,..,.,11·~ c-:.~,,.,,.- se:·r..,-s "ur-,:-:c:.'...:.··-·-·.,, ;.e "I...,..•<: ""0"" •--'""""- ... --... • w .,.,....,..._"- ••'-'• • •'-- ·•o"'-- ......... '"" •-• ____ __. __ .._ ••'-' -..; •· • 

~~ stopped now • 
. : .; ... , . 

llli,tl •t· If C"'I. _A ~.-· ,,..~-yfel'-\'.:l,. 1:·.,..te---:,.L...T e-.r--,< (~) T r~ r ,.. •• r, \ ·~ i.~ C_'l:e~t=.··~:' ... C;cl -.:.-_. C~" ... :=t ~:~:-.. L~=---=-- . - ...., .. -·-- ..., - _.., .. _,:,• _ ... _ """'- - - - - - . -·- ~1 he a ... , .. ,,..,.,..c::' ;.., 1...;:-- uc-·, .. · ,,,~....._~,...;ty --c:- "n ~E-: ":".-:-i..0 1·---···r ·:-·~· .. ,-~:-.,..,. ,:,-,· c· .... ,,"-:--,:::.-' ·"' • .lJ:..J~ .......... .... .a. .!.J....:J e,J~ ..., __ .1 .... ~.. .... .... .._ - - - .--......1.J --~'-'-j ___ • ___ ...,_ t... ......... ·--..... ···.:,"""'"""' . ·. , l ·wi::.::. f~ticulai· r.:::=cr~: • .:e :o th~ st:.tei::.ents m:..C:.::: :l1 -~~-;.~;:; toe:~, .:. b::.C:. :.::.:):.·.;;;.:.::.c~~ 
'. lS"c::' 1~.r.1..1. to t:'"y .._,_.,, :-~.-,co• ,·'." c:A s\.,-~,,~,.lt ..,...U,:-;- -.-.,- 1 " ~-',-.f- h-:,, t'ou-1.· 7"Q ~r-~C"' ,-• .-c• , -~ ..__w -\iii,;-wv, ""'""' ...., ... -. •---"'-"-j -w• ,...., ww J. '-" ..... -J ..... ~._ -·- -- •• lrwW.I. •• .__ 

(: :.'" th!.s ~e. :Many might cO?:..sic!er failure to take 2.c·::icr..i. :..s a sort of ~d::1issio:.: 
:; of guilt by both s.~- m·.=.11.ayfelt and the FBI. 
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Exh i bit 4 ~:\ 

,... 
\ " . ,· 

.. /" 
I 

.·• .. · Referer.c"' ;C! m .. ..;Q to my .....,emo +"" you ..lr'-."3r......,..,~/"'c"" c--- ........ - .... ~-.,..,. ,. .. .., 
• '- .g ........ • ·-· J. • -- ~--~"'· ' ........... _ ··-·- ... ----

I ,·,(· · li:;;!ous n:i.ture of the bool-:: "\vhii:e\Trar:!:. l!" ~1 -:.·; :c:c ,i!fiis::ie:-~. ~:c tis 
.. ...., a:! ... ,.....,tions ""bO'\.'. ,.;.,.,. ...-p·· ... ,.,d s~ !"y:r.d""l L ~·:i ... ,~~yi·-·~ ·.::iT,. I;""'=""""·O ...:~ .. ~-c::. l,l'='-'/,:.0~ .•. ~ .... ;,... • c.. ........... 4 -- c.t.,.;.. •• ~ - .; • w. ___ ._. ~1.... ...,, ... ~--"!' '"----'-" '-'• \,;. 

·., t :~·om Mr. C::.s::ic:: to I~:-. Mohr -~:..e !..eg::tl :aesear:::i. Da.s:-: set out t::e:.r ::-.:;v:.ow 
"'~.: ,,c ...:-~:o C' ., ··c --~ rr '··-~s .............. .. . ,· . c-.... r'- ommen~ :i ...... c... e_ ._"li:1 -·- -c...-.. C- • 

. . . . 

• 1 . 

· ·• · Since there is no assur2...11ca thz.t any ber..efit to tt~ B:.:.=e.:.'l! woi.:l~ ~e 

since SA Shaneyf2lt has no desire to obtain a fi.~anci:ll :::.dvantz.ge there:f:-om, 
• =· )forthcoming if s.;. ShZ'..!1~yielt unde:took the civil su:t .:..i:::jnst Vleisb::i·g ~"'le! 

he cm1:e1r.:nl:.tes :10 2.ction. --- · · . . 

. 
·1, • e2-10eoso 

:4.· 1- Mr. Mehr 

~ ' 
l - :Mr. DaLoach 

""'.: -·· l - l'.1:r. Ro sen. 
· · l - Mr. Eullivan I:;, 

· f" l - :M::-. Casper (Legal Research Da~) 
.~ l - l\~. V!ic!~ 

· · ·. l - lv!r. Conrad 
. ·-·~· l - lVIr •.. Griffith 
:~ ... , · l - Mr~ C: · : ::yfelt . ,:, r · p-1c:..cJ ' 
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Lyadal L. 5baaeyfelt 
6US V•moa. Tenace 

. Ala:.aadria, Va. 22307 

Uear ::-~. Shueyfelt, 

···-·-··- ----···-·-----
C.A. 78-0322/78-0420 

Consolidated 
Exhibit 5 

~.cur.a l2 - vld 1.:..cai Y•r ~oa.d 
huarica., 1-!d • 21701 

Ap-ril 1, 1917 

I baTe,raed.-..d your bill for falae.ly repr .. _td •:;cpert tuc:~y at $3S.OO aa boc. 
Uup,eekably arrogant aiild indacent aa b tiua fnaduleat lllifflpr..aa&atioa, 1.t ta fu 
f%"1111l rour IAlnt d.fert11e• api-t de~eac,. 

Yoa 111-- the proealN .. of the CCNrC aad ·t.ia. iamua1t:, it &rlUltM JOU te ..... fa.1.•• 
aa.l defaaaco~ reiaru &bOllt-. th&~ were 111 na .,,.., Nl••cn& :.e the des-eidall'• pta
PGMa or tl~ queat1oua uk.ed of you. To11 Ni.i yov. had veAta4 to •ue • ewer a, wri~ 
1a oaa hook eal.7, that wh1dl de&La with the hppraui.o11 of pboQiraphic fl'ider1e 1a 
tAa •-call.• i• ... ci&atiga of tile ua .. aiaatiaa •f aa ~ Pr-ioieGt. Y-, of 
CU11C11e, 1Nn Cla• phoeosr.aph1c expert ia tla.ac :,1--d.gau..a."' · 

YINr Pllr'PO•• weT• oh'rioua, to t'Z'Y to pei.Na the wall •f infor.aad.oa ava.iaal.e ta 
j'lidg•• and to pr•t•aw that I Je not kiJ.Glf vtiat I MY, thac 1 ha-.. Mlle~ of illllicii
eaa ul.tarior p~e 1A AB *ltirely uapaid labor Gf aany yaua. 

tiow that book vaa publianed. t- yean ago. It wu tll• tbird of the booka ia wilich. I 
adue11aeti you.r ~rk.. wu.twer yov "UJ haft fucuaed with tba Offiea ot Legal eo....i 
of~ PBI tan year~ ago or ac aay earlier u allhaequent tiae. aai.Cll•r ,. .. aar .-., 
oct.er F:BI aganc IIIGT •«t Warraa eo.daaioa ca- •tl or M9111ber uier aay other OM ,-.oa 
of all the \ttacl.nda about 'ffl.Olll 1 b..ne writ&aa ia ...._ MOU haa writtea ft-,.....& -
to eempl.4:in of llllfa1~ treatllmle. 

In die dcpo•idon 10u clA1.m,ecl a <1.aire ef tn yura 11go te ... 1ne. Yo11'll 4o tha&:: vaea 
abri.-.pa wtd.•c.la f~ the hacu ot cowa juapiag cmtr a gr....-c:b9ae r:soeaJ I~ 1NNl.ci ~ 
....,, inq>roper f•~ 1ae to rapea,1 vllft 1oa pullM waac I pnauae ia the SJTa&t:1.ea of a 
11.fa-timla O! ~ri.aaca &t d.iJ:t)' tricu 1n tJae IUi•• of tea~. liGUGW'Ua &C the 
end of tne .... ion I ·du tall '!fr. :"iosche.ll.a •f tne t'Bt '• Off1oe ef Lqal c ... -i thac 
it y01a .., ... c to aae I'll be -.1.y -~ laappy to vai"N .-.y ata.C1&C8r7 llai.tad.aMt. ?oa aa 
ace.pt thia lat:tar u that wai,,.~. 
I rtaamher enough of Ybat I ,note tan :,ears ago to be coaficlant YIN will JIIOC ne autl 
vill not •uhjflct to uaminatioa what you ild · and did 110t do aa the pl.ocegraphie expen 
wbcl yac Pr-1.daat "aa killed a&li 1o.a VeN &11m1& thoae vboae nap•-ihil.1.ey it •- to 
pra~t ~rm to 1:da. 

'!ou reen.actad the crime • vi.th tha Vl:'OU! caM1":S a:ad froa the ~~ pla~a. Yoar re-
aac1:n1&11t l)f th.oae aiz s,aeouJ.a that aulli.fiad oar •Y•t.ca of MC.iety vaa 30 p,e.Reat: 1:a. 
e1'1:"9T •• a reaelt. 1011 "'-" aware•. of thu ernr and u•ued t.beee who•• "ezpert" yoa. 
var• not to be coacarned, thac you 1- ac:Wea a a:uk to 1.Ddiuu th• ~ a& wiGA 
saota va-e tired. 

~ yosa ru:n of iUt tratn1ng aad esp.rl••• I voald uc eall thia etlaraM a 
r....:ClMllt. 

Ito!u taac.1.ftad ta :,our nu:.beriug of tn11 framaa of~ fi..14 of tna ua.aaiaad.on. Ia 
,our numberlq,... just P.lllitaged to akip fna %07 to 212. You described aa 212 what 
q-=it• c:aarl:, u not 212 bllt ia iu PU'~ 212 uwi part %03. What a ra.arkable coizac:i-
4- ._ ia the official acu.mt it ia ., 210 CM.t the Pnieieeat ..U llaw. .__ idt 
fo~ the fi~•~ time. 
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vu th.1.• cr11ci.a! photo~r3pbic evidene• you t .. tif1e.l to ., .-..tr;aigbt-lillal relatiouh.ip 
b11t:",we~ c~1i.a P,hoc.o=· ravh•r: t .. o J.at• :'wrah.s~ : -1?nt~c.~r, .m.i ,u&0tl.1.er. Pall ,.;ill.is. :luu 
~ preparwd an •labor&t• exnibit T raprod.u:a~ iu tac•iaila. It abowa Chi• atraiaht-· 
line r~l&tiaaahip 1>et.een '>oth caw .. r:aa, wit:A tAe Praaideat be~n them. ·na. pb.oc.o
~rapr.1. JOU s.al.t<tctad for your exhi.bit va. sn.ap~si, ~y u..i-.11raal agraellll!llt and 100 perc1H t 
of tile teatin.ony. aft~~ tha 'Pruideuc h4d b..a. hit. 

Y011r QXP•~t t .. cir.aony ciid not inelud• vhlther or GiOt ~illia ia abowu iattha Zaprudar 
fihi at ti1ia point, as h .absolutely uaceaaary for ttw off ieial. accouut af taa •••u•i
-tion to b. vi.tlun poa3ibility. 

i1or <iltl your •x-11ut taati,tt007 to the i;4;;,:a-ai,a11ion 1Dcl1.1cae an:, infor:nation about what the 
stion r,i.:ture L.t,i: C~ttt.ce:•l a.nJ .;r-:at:t""rt!:.: t.:iat i.;. u;.;\· vJ.aii,lt.t t)~l t'CO.J<;,.~iuf'i.. -.~;~ici ie 
a r.utttar about whi.cn in tha t•ad . .non1 fen: ~cm yo" now cl.aia ex 111rt: f ~ 7011 alM ac
teapted t~ obflaacata. 

0n axposure th.dt .1'DV1.11S film capvtrad 20 to 25 ~rune •'IIOr• thaa b rlsthle oa projec
tion. ';:"111.a fia, hctv-een· the sp~-~ .i;el,u,. al•o jwat h&4>pwd to di.sappea&' forft'er 
waen t~• .four frN11ea ·..rare removed froa th• eri.;iual. It ill zsot du11licacac 1a the 
CG'PYi~ proc•••• &11 you alao kllow a.Ad did not teatify co. Tbua, tha ona poee:iltt. ~ 
of .. tahlisbi~ photogra~hically vh.a£h•r or~ ;111110 waa ia ~prudar'a f:i.la a& the 
ti.mo ha had to be for the l.1l3I'• a:plaOAtien ol the u••aiud.oa to begia te he tellailla 
di-.p~rwd for.-..r ·- ~nu thia waa !!S. iad:udad 1a 7cur espert toatimony. 

WitllOll, benefit of your years Gf i.&I traia.i&la aa.d er.,erieac9,. I waa able to ad.trua 
tllU d~1nitiY8ly in a r.i.auc• tha~ .. c:.apad your vounted e;tperd.a•. I d:U •·-:tae th!. 
margirull :aoteri&l, tnias 20 to 25 p•r1:t111t of the filnl that :,ow neftr once tuuft.cl to 
vhe11 it: wu yowr aolaiun. I think cloa• t• s1M&red, obll6ad.oa t.o caad.fy to it. I ex
-1,wd thia -;aar;.tul lDIICllria.l. iu the ilMlirldual. alid.a 111ad.e by LUG •••Id•, 1a ti... 
fr:maa chat w~• aot aor;ieltow t111atroyed ril:l'HN& yoar ii·d.q arq tea~ - tbat. 
sithe-r. Eraw1n.etioo ot the frwt1 prior ·to thoaa deatroyad. ebowa that prior to 'hw 
21!> ~tillis had taken ~ia :.,ictur•. rmao-...l hia ew~a fr ... l:aia •Y• aaul W ,ra1Jre4 iac. 
the acre.t . .uctly a• he t•Ci.fied. 

~ia ..aan11, of CSM&rae, th.at bi.a picturlll of th• 1Tuident after tu lruiJieat Ii.a b..a 
ahot w-aa t4ka b41f ore. 1raaie 210 aad on dii• b•i• alona a.cze,a JOii ad CM DI• a 
'' .. lution; to Cha c:r~. 
Couiat.sut: •..rith tid.a, · your ·re-e.n.act:zaac·' of tba c:ri..ae v41a pra41.c.at.ad ll\tOII that:: .... 
not b&Tiu~ wtTI&Ck tle ?ri:esidant iu the neck. WS.th tni3 praceacap~ Cl.- pGOC.op-apba 
ot th.a raenactmaac do :Jhow the ililPoaai.bility of that ahot a.tao having 1-cf li•Cad. all 
five wo~nds oa Covttrnor C.oJID.&l.ly, auot.'ler reqlliremaat of tba 11U 'a ·' ao11'd.aa» t8 t!la.t 
moat horrible of crime.a. 

In my continui~ "1orit. anu thank.a to FOtA. I v•• ab.la to obtaiD odler auppT ... ed o.ft14u1 
nidencllA. l'.acradi.!Jle aa it ru.y aaem, then~ ne"99r ubcai-a.ed tha offit:ial. cerd.ficate 
of death acd iJl tho•e !>~astad-of t.ho'111~ et its r~t,ort• aM the ~·• JOO 
.cuoic feat: of fil.e4 tt1~ua ..,.. no •i~la naferen.ce to tile ax:bc_... of a. death eanifi
~u. It v~• executed by tha President'• ova phy•ician.. Admiral G«orge lll&rkl.&y. I 
racall ao nr int:aniav "-i~h Dr. aur~l.l,y no~ aziy imiicatioa. al u.y Y!I iatenat 1a a 
:!each c:ertificau. Jndaauu.d, 'JOU. Wilt shll&4 with your £K10t~grapbie esp•rd.M. And 
Chua you had 110 .taced~rftl:lell fruui th• fact that: th• eieath cud.ficate •AGWe YOU" reea
&ebmnt. baaed on all those years ol 'FBI a-.;peri...:a, vaa a faka. The P%1tai.dtlat vaa 

·YOW:ld.ed., 1:a the worda of th.at ieath urtific -ate, at th• 1114"91 c,f the th.t.ri tbo~ad.c 
'ftttebra.·' 'nlis u ai:l( inch•• l01o1111r thAa your ex;>erl:u.e ;laeacl it ill you .. 'I'll ac't
aeat.·· 

\'11tllout. th1a ,rery ap'1cial itiud of expor~i.sa, I aa sura you can •N tn. ralaYa.ca o:f 
tne tore:i;oi:ng to• contillu.ing qu.eat for the -ralnaftt ..._ti.tic taata, iM.llldiDi 
t.hoee alle1~Gdly perforMeti ou the PTasi.leut' • ~&nWmU. 
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.·~ 
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,-A'lalC)ry ia fr•sil• an,d eo&Apared te wh&t it 1o1u a.be ha• failed.. ·rh••• 13 rear•. year• 
ia which th•N vas no ;:lt to pay me or :r-rard ao1a vith a rati~at whil• I 118.Ciertook. 
to· do u 1Jtucb as I coulJ o.f ..mat tlie 1·'!"11 wu •ui:,pt>sed to Jo au did not 4- 1 llAr9e t.ak:.ea 
a huvy toll. I'erh.cpa the ..oat Jif fic\llt of t!l••e acrei .. u th,- 8lll0tioll ol folloviac 
-.p on 11ueh .elq)ertise as yours. !y ~r, IMIY b• faulty. lnat I '1be aot recall your 
e~part t .. ti:IWlly ou tha Z4pEwt.r &amara iacllldin; ettber it• •lo-.otioa ca,abilir, or 
tba ~·tan• by vhich it 1• .cti'l'atecl. Lhe motin o.t hi• f ina•r of a fractt.a •f •• bch 
WMIII ni: was •bocked aa.i tralilDliA~ could h•w acti••ta.i th• alolr ilOeiott. Tata, .i 
eGl&ra•~ would hav. reJucitJ tne few aeccm~ ef t1aa ••- .. ra. 

Th .. tbuo 1• th• report. of r;all..aa at A.geat Soeert '1. · B.arratt ia which h. acatacl .tiat 
Y.. •• a11 ~rt uiiaw could not be tNfl, that Za19ruder i1.ad told hi• "'the caaera vu ..c u t 
take i:aarmal. •peed JIOYi• film car 24 truaea pe-r aecoad. ,. tour c:q4rtiae dU •t iDclude 
c:arrectins tM.•. :'ioraal ia inclie&tlld at l6 framu per aeooa.d. Slow moti.ela ta 24 tr .... 
,.~ second •. Teur COR1P_~1nu qaimt • .de u& bc.l\Mie-, nfTO(l .. u.oa el tl:lU fU21Kl7 
--..r.-..c1 luntt report ill f•a.iail.e. 

~ ar11 net &11 tho uttar• ralatin~ to :,ou 4.bou.t which I a.a.- written. 'nMy also 
ara UC &ll the ~•aaoua you wi.11 eot ure na •· 

I kzaow of no Ul:'Gra ia ;v.y .,,,..rk, larJa u '0&7. publi.abed voft :ii, th4t do noc oaaa frea 
t:r11ati~ tbe RI'a ;JOrd, u vi.th tld.• Barratt report you J.:14 net correct. 

Il vb.at I llcve p,wlisha.:t ia AOC ano~>h to give ,.._. ~rouuda fn auit, thea I h.-. adcl 
t10ra. I beliffll 7ou lailad ia. ,our obli«atiou tit\etl you nra r•apoaaibl.e f~ part of 
the Lt,naat~atiall Qf the aasuauaUOII of a h'a&:l.dont, wit.11 u.l tha~ IIIIMJl.8 9 inclu.diD¥ 
cha ClCiat.101' ol rept"es&atat:iYe Nci•ty. I lt•li..,. your f.ailue vaa ut bieca,we ,aa .lid 
aot lea.ow lMC:Ur - that it waa d•Ula•l:'aU - a4 that tile raalllu 1aclude tha Dda1•41,ag 
fll & Praaida.tial Coamua11ian aa4 tlM dacei,ti.ea •fa griari:aa uuoo.. 

Wj,~ th ... •••,•••l'ef your ••lf-•tylad ~rtt.a, I thillk. it I.a .-pparent tAa& 70• .llr9 
Cha Last: poreoa iJl the lllffld I *Nld call u aa a,ert vitJl&N. A.ad )'9\1 n.y well im.w, 
aa .._ ~r. P'nsi.er vfto ~ tba •aae oeacau deusula upoa se. that I e.ati-, ,-a p.n,a
mt to the daciaion ot t.be £aural cuurt of .appea.lJI .tn ita i~i.on ia l'la.. 75-2021. 
ih.ila tluu• ia oehar relevant. l.aagua• in C1't. decuim1. it~ 1111.ffiea ta r.,rat: 

The data wa.16:h ,1.a1uti.ff •taaka to b.ne producad, if it exiau, ara aac:tan 
ol. iatanat 1.\0t O"Aly to h:L:la bat to th• natioa .. Suraly their .xiate'IMNI cw_...... 
iatnc:e 8ht>11ld be ,iet•ndatki al)e«dily o,a. th• 1:auia of ti• i,..c avaU.At.ble ff'i'1eaa.e. 
~ tu ncnuau vtw hAd penoaal know~1• of th.a -..-ca at th• time die 1a
,,..tj,~ati81l,,.. i.&de. 

~!thouc ~aaibility of ~tht. iqeludea you. !-IT. ?rnsi•r 811d other• I aho.i..t cia.ll 
buc cannot ~eg.ia to afford to call. Without poeaib6Ut:7 ol dmaat thu prael_..., 
aQd to tha gov.nweat's k11owl•J8• precilwa•, the ~ibility that,.. '.Mre callN as 
aa expert 71t?lea• aad ara in aay way aatitlad to slld, n:Ut'tioaate feea. tear •--
d.ma1~ waa 11:d.tad to • n,r:row iace~'l"et.a.t:1oa of the laaaa,aae of tbe dae:1.ai•. 

W1dlal I cam:aot 1N certain until I read t~• tr ... cript. ! do lMJli.ve that Yeld' U.tiJ.wuy 
,,... uot «atiral.y faitbf11l t• tact. I 1aa ... elraedy inquired of the ..l.l'ChiYaa ~ th. 
eal.ar~ca ahowt.11.3 Cha d.mage co Ch• cll1"btltolla ao which yo. u.ttifieci. Tu AnhiYU 
'&'ll1)0rt• it ha.a 11e au.eh pictur• by you .. 

Coacapta of ~hat is rt~ht aud -wNntt, dace.nu: and indacaut. ara iadivici11&l Mttan. :\a 
a p~r of war ucort 6 uard ia. World W'ar II I ha4 o~teuiw aperi.-ae• lfitll - •.rlloee 
coeeapta wera radicall1 diifQr.at tro~ ':11~. ?bey vera ~ vbo c ... idarad aiaythia.g ieaa 
ia puraaance ot aa ord•u· right allCl propar ...... nr,er quaad.OIMd .aa erCMr. It baa 
lN-. any'Chiag buc pleaaant to study what ia teniN tna official b.-..at1¥&tiaa ef the 
...... 1.:nad.on of a Pruidaat. the 1Jl'"8•tiaatiea ef vtdc:h '" '¥ff• ao iaq,ort.aat a pan. 
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i~uc I ~.iuct tjill 'jv:.J L:tlt in a lon:,. Ufot:1.nui of i,avia~ t.Q dall wit.ll the eo~did and 
th• vroug-head.ii, [ r~call aoc:hiug aa .~ho.ck 1ng and ta .,. u obacene &a )"OUl:' anogan t 
demand tor payment dt ;,35.00 II.A t't0t.1r fo:- e.ourt-ordcreJ ~aaeil:lony. 

Usve you ao aa&"I•? 

ca; cia&a. John 'P-ratt 
AOSA H:leti..1 ::y;u1 

Sinc•rely, 

• 



-------:----
Lyndal L. Shaneyfel1 

6125 '!:ANON TERRACE, ALEX~NORU, VIRGINIA 22307 

Mr. James H. Levar 

S u i t. e 6 !J 0. 

910 Sixteenth Street NW 

Washington, D. C. 20036 

TELEPHO;\I: (7031 765-1331 

March 2·9, 1977 

Far professional services in tha far~ of testim~ny for a 

deposition in the matter of Weisberg vs. U.S. Depart~ent 

of Justice - Ci~il Action Na. 75-0225 at tha . ~ . quac.e, .. ra c.e 

far expert testimony of ~35.00 per haur plus expenses: 

Fee amount for three hour an 3/28/77 - - - :1os.oo 
Mileage for 24 miles Q15: per mile - - 3.50 

Total fee and expenses - - - - 310S.50 

Less your check dated 2/14/77 

Balance dua 

21 . AO 

3 87.20 

. . () 

~
/ Jrt __ ic(;/ rJ/? -rf){~, . 
· ndal L. Shaneyfs'K' 
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' l>ATl:. 9-13-66 
i 

FROM 

Memorandum 

: ,~ic:J<J '~ . 
: • A.,..,J on~s ~ / -~,.,-· -

.•.AN·.-.~,~---
I -· ~ . 

,' 

..,.. __ _ 
5U~ECT: ,HAROLD WE.IS.BERG!/ ~-,· 

AUTHOR OF BOOK,~ITEWASH" 
INTERVIEW ON wroP RADIO 

·J 
/ 
1 {,ti>.~-.. . ~ .. 

9-13-66 . 

0 

)'«' ·.,1 'j - . 
I \ ' • / 't 

I • \ ' ...... ...,.. ... .. 
.Harold Weisberg,,. author of the book, "Whitewash," which is a 

· controversial study of the assassination of President KeMedy and the· Warren 
. · Commission Report, .was interviewed by Bob Raiford on WTOP Radio at 

2:10 p.m. today. 
. . 

Basically,· Weisberg's comments followed the generai theme of 
other individuals questioning the facts surrounding the assassination of 
President Kennedy. Weisberg commented that the Warren Commiss-ion Report 

-

I on which his entire book is based leaves a lot of questions unanswered and that 
the Commission did not do the job which was expected of it. He contends that -
the entire matter must be investigated in public, preferably by Congress. 5, 

. ~ 

Weisberg commented that ther·e is serious doubt concerning all j .. 
conclusions in the Report and that the Report is replete with too many coin- .... 
ciden~es. He contends that the evidence clearly indicates that at least two 3 

dividuals. were involved in the assassination and that there is no proof that u 
. ~d actually was in the sixth floor window of the Texas Depository Booksto~ 

stated in the Report. . ;: 
i_ . • ' .t?Jf l . . . s 
~ ~CJ., Weisberg questioned the sight on the gun allegedly used by Oswiid 
;~~ and said that the FBI could not even get the sight to function properly. He als.c:S 

commented that a different automobile was.used in the re-enactment of the 
assassination and that the FBI reached conclusions without taking into considera
tion the different size of the car and the seats. Weisberg commented that one 
question which is still unanswered was volunteered by Mr. Hoover during his 
testimony before the Commission and that was: "Why didn't the assassin_ oot.-= 
prior.Ae--the car turning left ott:··of Houston Street?" Weisberg commente t · 
Mr .,iHoover answered this by saying: "There was a tree in the way"; ho ever, 
accprdiiJ:lg to Weisberg~ ~-~!~ ~e~o trees on Housto.n Street. · :}i · .. :· 

.,. I ... , \, r( \ i " , . 
1 - M:.· DeLoach RE" 

59 
•.'.,','-I, : 2 \- - .: · ,, ; ~~· ,;.-~ 

l - Mr. Wick " \ ; .1·'" · · 

1 - Mr. Rosen /~ ;'.] r,,.._ a S£P i1 1::106 \ ~ j,:-· · 

) i'~i!.fai6~~~ . • ,~ -(Continued n~-t ~ge) 
"· 

~
.. • ' • ··- ' ·- -----... t ~ ....... ~ ------. ...----~., •. ......_ . .._. •• ~ • "'.'t" __ ,. : . ...... -,._ ~-., ,.~~-~-:-... -:t,,-.... ..t·,. •,.or.,..._ ~- ~ --~,--~--:=--~- -·--4---· -
...,.... ~~-_,I',~ ~~ ' .-'.. -...:,:.._-·.. . • .,. . . ~ - .... . . ~ .-. .... . 
~~·~ ~~_;.~ • .... ~.u ---·- • -
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M. A. Jones to Wick Memo 
RE: .... Harold Weisberg f 
l , Weisberg is completely off base on this point. The mot ·ade 

W 
turned left off of Houston Street entered the park and from th~ win w of 

the ookstore trees· did block the view o! the motorcade prior to entering ~e. 
ark. The Director's testimony is accur.ate. - . 

All in all, the interview with Weisberg was a rehash of the many 
unfounded allegations which have been made concerning the assassination and 
merely another efiort on the part of a writer to exploit the assassination for his 
own financial gain. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For information. 
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View of onconinp; tnotorc::ide from the sh:th-fl,,,:,r window. 
These ~ictures, taken by the 3ecret ~ervice \Exhibit 8?5) 
dis-pute J. Edcor Hoover's testimony about obstruction or 
the alle~ed assassin's vie~. See pabe 51. 
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\ . '/I QW. r~ B,?Y:P ,,./ 
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(:~:/ :~/ 
DIRECTOR, FBI f 1 .DATE: 7 /20/~ i , ' ~'.!'TENTION: CRIME RECORDS . · o':..l>"i : 19/:f4-~• 11EW YORK (66-34:~) / . / 1.· .,. , 

TO 

,t .•• 

UNITED STATES <,('~ ~)IF.NT 

Memoranwiim 
M'r. Tnl:11m- 1 

-

.Mr. r,~1.r:-.d1 .. -1 
!-Ir. ~foht' ..• -
Mr. Wjc!( __ ·- '; 
l:1·. C ;~. ; . .::· - ! ? 
:i:-. L; . :"'\·-I 
"1· r_. -1• I it:j C".) -... • ,. '·• '"• - ;< 0 C 

:tr. F' ,. ··- !::r ::s ~ 
:.:·• . ··- ~ ~ L 

~- :: . ·:· •.. ·- :::.· ::: ~ 
:. : .. · .... ~.l ·-- ~ C. .... 

:. -: :: · ! -·-- I~ ~ c • - ... - i (1) ' .. . • -···-- r i::i. C: T c. ltt,u:-:i __ ~ 

lfia..!! :L····- ~ 
l{iu Gcndy._ 

I - 0 : I I ,:1. d 
,IUBJZCT: ... W.O,I,D WEISBEBa.:__ . 

AUTHOR OF-\.'-~ITElo!ASH" : 

, .. 

COOPERATION WITH NEWS ~IA ---······-----
~-TV l .. ~~ -. I·-: / 

) 111 '/ q. "~ / 
/ I i , 1.,:_ ~I/• 

0 
•:-,/ . ' .. . 

On 7/13/66, of the Alan Burkp 1 'i 
television show, seen on a urday nig.~ts on W?,,'"EW-TV, tele- . 
phonically advised that ALAN BURKE's guest for the 7/2~/66 ~-~ 

.. show would be HARO~fWEISBERG. the author .:;f the book 11Whi te- r1"~ 
• 

· wash." According ;o~ this proGroJ:i would be 'ta.ped 
on 7/14/66. His purpose in calling was to furnish us this 
inrormation., and he requested any information 1n·-possession 
o-r the FBI which could refute WEISBERG' s book. \. -, .o i 
. . . l).(. - .. ct.) J 
. ~as furnished all public source.. dat:.. and :··~-- i 

material w~ed criticism placed on the FBI or the ·. ·:\ j i 

Warren Commission for their investigation o-r the assa.sinat1on ('.r J ~ 
ot Preside:-.-; KENNEDY. Arrangements were made so that the · , 'il ·. ··;. 
audio portion of the tape could be reviewed· by the NYC.\ ·-.· ··"+i-= · 1 

/Jfv, -.J<.,1·,, ori::•cE..._ 1,, .', 

on. 7 /19/66., the audio portion of the Alan Burke ~ ~,- /1~'" ~ 
Show was rev1ewed by Special Agents or the NYC, a summary ,. D\. 1\ •. •; 
of which follows: ~ 1 ii : 

- [i 11 · , 
~ ~-~t· · 1 

Mr. WEISBERG advised that he had proble!IlS in having E ~~ '-J 
his book published as there was a self-emposed embargo by the , ~i · I ; ! 
publishing tirms that this was not a good topic for thei.r busi-: ~. I : S 
ness. He stated that no one 1n government entered into this ;~ 
embargo and that. it was entirely self-emposed by the puclisherih .. 1t· 

He stated he did not agree with the Warren COL1.dssi~s 
report on the assasination of Presiden~ KENNEDY, nor of the two 
FBI reports on President KENNEDY's death. However, he did not 
go into detai~ ot why he did not agree wi~n the FBI reports • 
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He advised that both the Warren Commission and the 
FBI were government agencies that were in sane way involved 
either directly or indirectly with the President; such as 
the Secret Service .protecting the President, and LEE OSWALD 
:1,nvo~ved 1n assignments with the FBI. · 

He spoke or the ~utopsy performed py the Naval 
doctors 1n Washington, D.c., and how some of the first reports 
were destroyed by the Chief Ex,uniner. He also stated that the 
Naval exa.nu.nations did not wholely agree with the f'indings of 
the doctors 1n Dallas who tried to save ~he President•s life 
on the day he was a.ssasined. He explained that ~he doctors 1n 
Dallas had stated in their reports that ~her~ was~ wound 1n 
the neck area o~ the President ind1c~ting ~ possibility ot a 
person firing from another position ot~~r th:::ar. that position 
of OSWALD's. 

WEISBERG stated that it wc.s h:.~ cp ... :.·.icr.. · ~at OSWALD 
was a tall guy, that there was someone else invo.: . .-,,~a but that 
he did not know who, how many, or what their reasons were for 
killing President KENNEDY. He further stated that he could 
not name a:ny organization or give any opinion of who ~~ght 
have taken part 1n this assasination. 

He stated that the FBI reports were dirferent fro~ 

• 

the Commi~sion's report and that he did not hold the FBI re
sponsible for the Commission's report, but that ~he Corr:.u.ssion's 
S'tafr was responsible and not the men on the Co:..miss1on. 

WEISBERG then went on to eXJ:,l~i:~ ~hat each member o~ 
th..:= Commission was a dedicated man .. fai:·, and put out his 
b~wt work. However, they e?Te:i 1n thei= :ind1ngs. He also 
s~ated that he was not challenging the integrity of Chief 
Jl.~ tice WARREN. · 

-

I 
WEISBERG stated that he could not accept the ~arren 

report 1n a:ny form and set rorth the conclusions or his book ~-llliiiiiiio r· 

as ~ws: · 

~ • l) .. pie 1:>,ve,<:t:l,e;a,1:,1,on. was not oo,,c ,;ell. 

l · 2) The investigation must be a.one by Congress and ..._ .. ~ _ L 
JD!,2St'"'t)e i)ubllc. ii!Ef!?.Y 
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3) For him to succeed in ~ringing about the above 

second step, he must destroy, by means ot his book, the find
ings or the Warren report or leave a very great doubt 1n 
everyone's mind. 

He stated he did•not teel the Comm1ss1on·proved that 
OSWALD could kill the President alone or that he must have had 

) the help of another person. He further stated that OSWALD 
could not have killed police officer TIBETT. He sta~ed he 
believed that the man who killed officer TIBETT bcre ~ very 
close res·~mblence to OSWALD. At this point in his in'terview, 
he statec he believed the Commiss~on bent evidence· 'to their 
own thinl:ing and should have investigatca the death or officer 
TIBETT. He stated, based on the Commission's own 1nvest1ga-· · 
tion ot OSWALD's movements, he could not have been in the area 
where TIBETT had been killed. He t"urthe~ ~ta'ted that nowhere 
1n the Ccmmission•s report is there a:ny in~vrmation on TIBETT'a 
death. 

In the discussion ot the Warren Comm1ss1on•s report, 
WEISBERG stated that a number of proble~s confronted the 
government at the time of President KEin-IBDY's assas!nat1on; 

,-such as the public tranquility, was this assasinat1on a con
spiracy or a plot by a foreign government, and would it lead 
to war. All these thoughts lead to extremely difficult 
problems :1.n conducting such an investigation. 

He stated that 1n speaking or the men on the 
Commission, that they were loyal, dedicated and trustworthy 
cj,ti.zens-. However, because o-r their high position in public 
office a::d not being able to delegate these powers, they in 
t~rn dele;ated the investigation to start members and this 
is the area in which they ta.1led. 

WEISBERG spoke about an unknown witness whc was 

I in,:ervie\:~d in Dall.as, Texas, by a s~arr me:·1oer and whc was 
· ac•.::used oy this start member of perjury ar • .:.". ~hat the: :ommis

s -~ ;n never :followed this up. He stated tt •. :: CoI:lmission set 
1a~ut to prove a case against OSWALD, who was a person accu 
) ra.'thW than to obta.1.n thEl t~th. 

~ . .. \ 
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:nf 6-3476., 

He further pointed out that a man was arrested 1n '··
& building across Houston Street in Dallas, Texas, for no 
other reason than tor being uno.blc to cxp.lc..i.n wha.t he was 
doing there. This was just before Dallas Police had picked 
up OSWALD. He atat~d the Commission did not interview this 
persqn. 

Several times during the interview, WEISBERG stated 
he doubted the accuracy of the Warren report but went out of 
his way to state he did not doubt the intent of the members 
or the Cornmissi~n. 

WEISBERG also.spoke of finding a rifle 1n the Book 
Depository and three shells, that no one saw OSWALD carry the 
gun into.the building, that the proof that OSWALD had bought· 
such a gun was based on handwriting, and that no one had ever 
seen OSWALD with this rifle in his posse~sion • 

.. 
He also discussed, at some leng~h, the autopsies 

performed on TIBETT, OSWALD, and Presid~nt KENNEDY, and that 
in the report, only President KENNEDY is· mentioned, and this 
is for the first time. 

WEISBERG was very critical of the Dallas Police 
Department and stated "they were directly responsible tor 
OSWALD's murder." 

He then went on to explain that 70 Dallas Police 
officers were used to protect OSWALD and against the advice 
oi" l;he Sheriff's Oi"fice of Dallas and the FBI, they would 
not remove OSWALD q~ the.n~gpt of February 23rd. He stated 
the reason the Dallas Policel:>epartment would not remove 
him was the Dallas Police Chief had told the Press the exact 
time he was planning to move him and that he wanted to keep 
this appointed time. He stated that he felt the Commission 

\should have looked into the Dallas Police Department activ
,ities. 

\ 

~ WEISBERG put great emphasis on the tr.ree shells -
tojnd in the Book Depository. He stated that these shells, 
at.=eJ1r,examination, were toun~ to have been in another rifle, 
other than the one tound.on the 6th tloor. WEISBERG stated 

- 4 - .... • Tr· - · -· 
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he waa using as his authority Mr. HOOVER, Director o~ the 
FBI. He stated that· although they had rnarkin~$ on them 
from the rirle ro~nd on the 6th tloor, they were not able 
to .say when they had been fired. He also stated that only 
one or OSWALD's palm prints was found on the rifle, in.a 

position under the barrel of the gun, a.nd that various prints 
~,- of OSWALD'& were found on the 6th floor, but these were or 

no value in the investigation because OSWALD worked on that 
floor in·his every d~y duties at the Depository. 

WEISBERG further stated that a bullet, described by 
the Commission as hitting Presiden't KENNEDY and Governor 
CONNELLY, could do a1l the things that it ·did and not oe dis
formed. He described three bullets, the above mentioned one, 
the missed bullet, and the one in President KENNEDY's head. 
He pointed out that OSWALD was a rather poor shot~ having 
scored a 191 in the Marine Corps and that a 190 was the 
qualifying score for a marksman. 

WEISBERG discussed ballistics during the discussion 
and divided this into two parts: 

l) concerning the President 

2) concerning ofricer TIBETT. 

WEISBERG stated that with regards to the Presinent, 
some fragments· can be identified and soce cannot. He st~~ed 
the FBI made a spectrogra~hic analysis a.nd a Special Agent 
GALLAGHER of the FBI, who made the analysis, was called as a 
witness only as the hearing concluded around September 15th, 
and that he was never asked for a spectrographic analysis nor 

• 

is this anaJ..vsis part of the record. Mr. WEISBERG stated even 
Mr. HOOVER said that the curbstone r.ragments were not associated 
with other cullet fragments. · 

\ 

_,...;.;:;. With regard to officer TIBETT, WEISBERG stated th 
thi· FBI took his pistol to its laboratory ::.n W~shington, D. 
f~e~ it 100 times, and c~ld not associate the bullets wit 
th• pistol that .they knew it was fired from. 

.. .. "'=".-~•I 
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In answer to a question about the speed of firing 
the rifle, WEISBERG stated that without regard to accuracy,. 
and with a bullet in the breach, the most competent men 1n 
the FBI, "the fastest drawer in Washington" took 2.3 seconds 
just, to reload. 

A person by the name of GEORGE ABBOTT as}:ed J.1r. 
WEISBERG a,bout the question of a person t1asquer ... ding as 
OSWALD. Mr. WEISBERG replied that he d,".'lotec. ;_ whole chapter 
1n the book to this. Another person c~~e the -llegat1on that 

. there was a man u,.;1.ng the name OSWALD around Sep-cemb.er 15th. • 
The FBI was asked to look into this and located three Cuban 
refugees, one of whom bore the resemblence ot OSWALD. 
WEISBERG stated the Commission got around this by stating 
that OSWALD was in Mexico at the time. 

This program is two hours in length and because ot 
the great expense involved in taping this program, no extra 
copies of the tape could be made and none are available. 
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C.A. 78-~322/78-0420 
Consolidated 
Exhibit 11 

REQUEST FOR AC~ESS TO OFFICIAL RECORD 
UNDER S U.S.C. 552( a) and 28 CFR PART lb 

See instructions for payment .ind delivery ol this Corm .it bottom of p.igc 
, 

NAMf OF REQUESTER ADDRESS (atrHt, city, 1tot• end zip code} 
.• ::r":~ u.J1:5l:C!"l'" .rl~.;J, .''!"C?CPr:.c::, .. :.:.. ~l'/Ul --------------------~ DATE ~/lo/70 

: . .i ',.,.. 

DO YOU 'WJSH TO RECEIVE C~lES f ~ YES ONO 
'JF YES, 'so INDICATE (no - thudO coplo1 of uy 
,_, wlll b. fumlahed\. · 

NUMSE.R OF COPIES 
REQUESTED 

OFFICE AND ClTY WHERE RECORO 
IS LOCA TEO (II kn-n) 

,DESCRIPTION OF RECORD REQUESTED (Incl.,.• any lnfOt!Mtlon which -v be holpf11l In locating rocotd) 
,.~ Spe:tro~rt;i..1c 1Jr.el:;sia I'."! bullet, :r~!c;:1..:nts ot bullet ,.~;i ot-~= cb~e::-c::::, 
~ 1nc:1 u""1r. • i-erm,nta -.nd ,:ort ot vvt.icle ~·:..:: cul:bs-::one c::iC: t,:, --:7e ·::o:..:!l .:·~=·.:.ci: 
• · 'c1t ;ui1;·; ;. '!/ or rr•:,~e:;.ts .::ur1:icr a.:~asdn•.1tior:. ot &!'~-: ~.;:.t ~;_.._ac.y '-~~ ~;:",,;,:.::1~!: 

... ~ et C.--vc.::nc: i.:oia.nol.!.y. See ray ler:ter 01' 'o/lfJ/'lC· 

LITlGATIOH: DOES THIS REQUEST RELATE TO A MATTER IN PENDING OR PROSPECTIVE LITIGATION? 0 YES ONO 

FILL IN IF ~.P'E{ ~check -) DISTRICT NAME. OF CASE DOCKET NUM8ER 
1M PENDING• FEDERAL 

.. . 
LITIGA. TION • 0 STATE 

.. 
· Tll~re 1a no· pr~a-pective l1ti~~tion 1t 

__ F_O_R ____ U __ S __ E __ B __ Y ___ O __ E_P ... A ... R .... T .... M ... E .... N .... T_O..,F ....... J ... U .... ST......,.IC ... f ...... O_N_L_Y ___ ~
1 

A MINIMUM FEE OF $3.00 MUST ACCOMPANY THIS(REQUEST. 
~HIS REQUEST IS1 OTHER CHARCl:S ARE AS FOLLOWS. (do not·writo in thi1 boa) 

0 GRANTED 

~-

Q 'DEMleD · 

] 

1

REFERRED 

I . . 
I, • 

-

FOR SECOND ANO EACH AOOITIONAL ONE QUARTER 
HOUR SPENT IN SEARCHING FOR OR IDENTIFYING 
REQUESTED RECORD S J.00 

FOR EACH ONE QUARTER HOUR SPENT IN MONITORING 
REQUESTER'S EXAMINATION OF MA TERIJ.L $ l,Ou 

COPIES OF DOCUMENTS: 
.504 FIRST PAGE, 25f EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE 

FOR CERTIFICATION OF TRUE COPY S 1.00 EACH 

FOR ATTESTATION UNDER THE SEAL OF 
THE DEPARTMENT $ J.00 EACH 

GSA CHARGE 

TOTAL CHARGE 

payment under this section ahatl be made in cash, or by United States money order, or . . 
by c:hec:lc payable to the Treasurer of the United States. Postage stamps will not be accepted. 

•\"'i. . • 

Thia form may be delivered to any o( the olfices listed in 28 C. F. R. 16.2 or mailed to: 
·'office al.the Deputy Attorney General, Department of Justice, Washington, D •. C. 20530 
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1 - Mr. Mohr 
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l - Mr. DeLoach 
l - Mr. Rosen 

~-..~puty Attorn~ Oeneral.1 _ Mr. Sullivan(Attn: May 2;1, 1970 
,, ~· T. N. Goble 

irector FBI l!ii1. · 1 - Mr. Conrad 
' .. r . / • l •.l - Mr. Jevons 1-.Mr. Frazier 

1 (,. · . I ,' J_,, ~ , l ~ ?--fr. Gallagher 

HAROLD W EISllERG: fiEQUESTS FOR 
IN FORMATION UNDER FREEDOM OJI' 
INFORKAnON A~ 

Reference 1a made to your memorandilill dated May 19, lu70, 
regarding Mr. Weisber1' a requeat for certa:ui 1clormation relat.,.ng 
to the usassination of former Presided Kenncay • 

..,,,. . I , I •• '· • • • •. 

.... . ti 

Yo~ention la dir..,cted to my letter to th~ Atto1·ney Gcn~ral 
dated November 20, 1967, entitled "Asaassin:ltion of President John F~tzgcrald 
Kennedy, November 22, 1963, Dall&.a, Texas," which set out· 1n:furmatioE1 
concerning Harold Weisberg from the files of this Bureau. :·.This .. 
included the fact that Weisberg was one of ten employees fired s·umm.u·ily 
'by the State Department in 1947 because of suqpicion of ba.i.ng a c.:;mnr.1..-ii 9t 
or having communist sympathies. Later Weisberg was all~wed to rt·:;i~ 

---··ithout _l>reJudice. 

---. 

Weisberg has written several books conccrnin~ the assasci~io::i 
ot' President Kennedy which attack the Warren Commis~ion Rc.:pc:t. iliE. 
book ''Wbitewash-The Report of the ~·arren Report" ia a vitriolic and 
d1abvlical criticism of the Warren Commission, the .FDI, the ~ccret 
Service, aever.al other U. S. Government 2.cencie::::, arid the DrJlas> T ~7...as, 
Police Department. lt co~ains tna.ccuracies, fal3choods, and c.clib~r~a 
slanting of facts to fit Weisberg' a purpose. 

The following comments are lD the ord~1· they ?t-~rc req~c:ited in 
..P 1 "I Mr. Wetsberg•a letters, ·copies-of which ,;1cre forwar:lt:d wiL'l ~ o:ir 
f~.I merorandum: . , 

,,_ ~t;ii'( ~) ;;~rOjl"~hic ~lyses~ Weisberg has ~ue~ed 
::= --(} ~\f' dtitaiii of the SP.~t~!_rographic a~ly ~C?:J conducted or. 
,.,, ·' certain bullet e~&!nce laYolved in the aaaassination. 1

' 

: /. ' 
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Re!erence 1a made to the matter entitlc:d "John Nichols 
Versus United States of America, et al., O. S. D. C. 
D. Kan .• Civil NQ.:. .... ~-4536" and to my memorandum 

·-, 

to Mr. Wllliam D. Ruckelahaua dated February 17, 1969. 
. Thia material related to the release cf spectrographic 

data concerning cs,rtaJ.n bullet evidence involved in the 
uaa.asination of former President Kennedy. It is 
understood that litigation is still pending as to whether 
or not information regarding apectrogi·aphic analyses 
wW be released. 

As mentioned in my memorandum oi Ft::brunry 17, Ul69, 
it is our considered opinion that the 1·esults of the 
apectrographic tests are adequately shown 1n the report 
of the Warren Commission where (Volwn_e 5, ?ages 67, 
6i, 7S and 74) it is specifically set forth that the metal 
fragnvmta were analyzed spectrographically and were 
found to be similar in composition. The work note~ and 
raw analytical data on which such rcsul~s are based 

. .are not normally made public pa.rtlcularly since the) 
. . ·. can only be 1Dterpreted properly by scientifically trained 

personneL 

The work notes and raw analytical data are part o! the 
investigative files of this :Bureau and rightfully f:ill 
within exemption number 7 of sub~.a;!ction (b) of 5 U. ·.:. C. 
55.2 which specifically exempts investigatory file~ compiled 
for law enforcement purposes. 

Release to any ~ all who. request them of the raw 
. analytical data in the thousands of spectrographic tetits 
conducted in the .numerous cases received by this Bureau 
would place an unnecessary and heavy burden on thia 
Bureau and thus greatly hamper its efficient' ope1·ation; 1'111• 
and compliance with the current request would set a 
potentially highly u_ndesirable precedent in this reg~rd.' 
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Based 91) thes,: observations, it j~ our firm opinion 
that the provtatons of 5 U. s. C. 552, subsection (b), 
exemption 7 should be invoked and the request 
of Mr. Weiabers for Ulie apectrographic analyses 

. be cleDied.. '· . 

.-, 

· (2) Documentation Relatin_s. to David William Ferrie: 
Mr. Weisberg described the records he requests 
as documents relating to tbe late David Willi~ 
Ferrie of New Orleans: 

(a) withheld from the Warren Commission and/or 

Comment: No documents relating to David 
William Ferrie were withheld by the FBI 
from the Warren Commission. 

(b) withheld from the Natiaial Archives 

Comment: So far as is known, all records of 
tiie Warren Commission pertaining to 
David William Ferrie were turned over to the 
National Archives by the Warren Commission, 
togetber with all other records of the Warren 
Commiaaion. 

(c) withheld by the National Archives by orC:fer of the 
Department of Justice 

Comment: Your attention is directed to my letter 
to the Attorney General d.itetl May 15, 196~, 
entitled "Assaasination of Pre::;ident John Fitzgerald 
Kennedy, November 22, 1963, D:illas, Texas, " a.nd~iliiil~ 
to my letter to the Acting .i\ttorney General d::kd 
Februarj:~-1967, entitled "Public Disclosure . . 

3 
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Warren Commiaslon Recorda." Both of these u 
letter• concerned 65 pages of Warren Commission 
Document No. 75 which dealt with allegations and 
lnvestiption reprdiDg Ferrie. Copte• of the S5 
pagea m question were enclosed with the letter of 
February 24, 1867. These are pages·212-221, 
225-228, 281-304, 307-311, 313-318, 319-323, 
and 341-343, all inclusive. In the letter dated 
May 15, 1968, I stated that the final decision as 
to the public disclosure of ti1e material conccrnin~ 
Ferrie rests with the Department of Justice. I 
also advised that this Bureau has no objection to 
public discloau.re of the data concerning Ferrie. 

These pagea were originally excludeti from public 
disclosure under guidelines approved by Mr. McGeorge 
Bwidy, Special Assistant to the President. The 
specific guideline applicable is identified a.s 3(C), 
which provided that public disclosure should be made . 
unless diaclosure "would be a source of embarras~ent 
to innocent persons, who are the subject, source, 
or apparent aource of the material 1n question, 
because 1t contains gossip and rumor or detail~ of 
a personal nature having no significant connection 
with the assassination of the President. " Our 
position as to this information concerning Ferrie 
has nat changed ainee the May 15, 1968, letter. 

Exhibit 60 (Picturee--of President Ketllleciy' a Shirt and 
Tie):Wefaberg requested a photographic copy o{a portion 
of Exhibit 60 showing the tabs of the President's shirt. 
Apparently Archives baa furnished a copy of this Exhibit, 
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however, he has advised the quality of this copy is 
not satisfactory for hia purpose and has requested a 
print from the original aeptive which is a part of 
thla ·Bureau' a files • 

Compliance with the request would set an Wldesirable 
precedent and could lead to numerous such requests 
tor copies of photographic matter furnished the 
Commission. The Bureau can 111 a!for.:1 to divert ::-:l:iy 
from our important investigative rcspon.:;ibilitie·.; u~e 

-. .a 

time needed to search our voluminous files a.nd prepare 
such material. However, since the photograph ref erred 
to as Exhibit 60 is ava.llable to the public through Archives 
it is felt the matter of fulnishing additional copi~s is !or 
the Department to decide and an additional photographic 
print of the portion showing the "shirt tabs" is ~ttached 
in the event the Department wishes to set this precedent. 

Concerning Receipt of Material Obtained 4lt Autopsy: 
Weisberg requeb-ted a photograpnari all rc:cord::i rd:..J.iJ1~ 
to the material removed by Commander J:imes Humes, M. C., 
U. S. N., at the time of the autopsy and receipted for by 
Special Agents Francis X. O'Neill and Ja..rnes 1w·. Sibert 
November 22, 1'9153. Thia request appears to be lla:::ed on 
his inability to specifically idc:mti!y the E;~!bit in the 
Commisaion report • 

The material ref erred to 1D the receipt is ldenti!ied as 
Commission Exhibit 843. A photograph of this Exhibit was 
furnished the Commission and was published in 11Hearings 
B~fore the President's Commiseionon the Asoassination 
of President Kennedy,_" Vohtme 17, Page 841. Other 
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information regardini this Exhibit appears elsewhere 
1n the Commisaion'• BeariDp • 

. . 

. ·-, 

(5) Autopsy Pbot'tta- The FBI has never had possession 
or custody of 8 SJ photographs requested by 
Mr. Welaberl . 

Enclosure 

•·: 

~ . 
NOTE: 

As is stated in the· letter to the Deputy Attorney General and 

J~. :::-

,. 

as we have pointed out in previous communications to officials of the 
Department of Justice, Weisberg is a prolific and notorious critic of the 
Warren Commission, the FBI, etc. His criticisms have included slanting 
of the truth and outright lies. -. 

. . .. •.. . . 

' • 

,. 
-..-

,·· .. 

·' . 

So far as the Ferrie material is concerned, Ferrie died in 
February, 1967. The 55 pages of information about him which were 
withheld from public disclosure contained al1Pg:1tions, hearsay, and 
rumo This information was 
withheld in 1965, two years ore rie 1s death. The previous 
communications to Department officials which were written following 
Ferrie's death took the position that we had no objection to the release 
of this information to the public; however, the final decision in this 
regard was a decision to be made by the Department of Justice. 

Regarding the photograph mentioned in Item 3 above, informal 
discussions with Mr. Carl Eardley, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, 
show the Department feels that it would be difficult, if not impossible, 
to sustain in court a refusal to furnish copies of material the subj e:tllll .. ._ 

i ~atter of which is already available to the public. 
... .,! 
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f '!he !)eputy Attorney Gene~~ 
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The receipt ref erred to in Item 4 above was made out for 
a missile. The "missile" consisted of two small fragments of lead 
recovered from the head of President Kennedy. 

. Relative to the autopsy photographs mentioned in Item 5, 
the Laboratory pas never had in its possession or custody any of 
these photograp~is. This material has also been co-ordinated with 
the Domestic Intelligence and General Investigative Divisions. 
Both Divisions advise that they have never had custody of the autopsy 
photographs. · 

Material set out above concerning Ferrie and background on 
Weisberg compiled and furnished by Domestic Intelligence Division. 
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12th Flovi·,,1 1114 Couuner·ce St., Dalla~1"exa.s 75202 TEL: RI 1-J :?11. 
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OFFICE: 
NAAl.C: 
S UP2R V lSOffY ST .t\Fll';:-: -. --:-------------------------..;;.::.:::;;:.:.,::.:.:.:,:: 

Sbaokl1n. J. <iordon, SAC 
Clark, Kyle G~, A~~c 
Loetfler, Joseph J. #l Supv. 
a.,..e, Kennoth C. #2 Supv. 
HXADQUAR'raltS AGr:NTS: 

6419 Pr~ston Rd., 
6250 Konwood 
10433 Sinclair 
3816. Bryn 118.wr 

Apt. I I• LA 1•5831 
TA 1-4754 
DA ?-7561 
Ellf 8-5969 

2. Abernathy, ·Joe. B. 4150 Willow Grove Rd. 1'L 2-5760 
4. Almon, John v: 11360.Gatewood DA 8-1133 
3. Anderson, Robert~. 1734 Loree DA 7-5317 
4·. Andert'on, Jamos w. 8871 Liptonsbire Dr~ DI 8-4215 
1. D.rrett, &obert M. 3314 San Marcus St. BR 9-~887 
2. · Bookhout, James W. 7048 Cornelia Lane 'TA 3-5846 
l. Bray, Allan D. (On transfer in from New Agents' Trainini} • 
L. Brown, Charles T.,Jr. 916 B~echwood Dr. RICHARDSON AD 5-3016 
4. Brown, w. H~rlan 3142 Satsuma Dr. CH 7-7816 •. 
4.&, Butler,, Robort P. (On transfer in from Denver) ~(,o,t,/"'J'<Z-<-e,_·"· Al>/~~:· . 
... Clements, Wanning C •. 3136 Glencoe, Apt. 104 ·; TA 4-'1354 .· 
\. Drain, Vincent:& • .J. 50'31 Cedar Sprin"'s, Apt. 101 LA 6-C210 f 
:S. Ecltenrode, Raymond c.. 11027 Genett.a • •. BR 9-7135 . · r 
3. Ellington, Al:tred c. · ., 613 Aqua Drive DA 1-0058 
3. Gemberlin~. Robt. P. 7106 Clomson Dr. DI .8-3906 
3. Grittin, Will Hayden 3228 Perryton 7X 7-7440 
2. Hall, c; Ray · 6542 Ellsworth TA 3-5616 
2.· llanloy, Josoph J. 2014 w. F1vo Mile Parkway FE 9-9896 
2.· Harrison, Rich~rd E. 9016 Hackney. Lane DI 8-6895 
4 •. Heitmnn, Wallace R. 1110 Elizapeth Lace, RICHARDSON ~D 5-0926 
3,.,UHorton, Emory :&. 807 Blue Lab.e Circle, RICHARDSON AD S-8G62 • • 
4' Hoaty, James P., -Jr. 11018 Gonetta DR 9-1084 
4(,....Kuykendall, 'Adwin D. 7428 Wentwood Dr. E?J l-580J 
l. Lee, Ivan D. 9640 Li veosh1re Dr. DI 8-037.3 
3. Lish, llobort C. · . -6~~ .. U.e.nwo9.d TA 4-!187G 
4. .Noe ley, Alt red D. \ \ I 1 7 403 Ceo tenary EM l-457 '1 
2. Newsom, Milton L. \ I\ '605 Groonleat Dr., RIC!:IARDSON AD 5-6492 
4. Odu1u, Bardwoll D. , 8727 Fawn Dr. DI 8-3165 
~. Perryman, Curtis ,L. } 8118 Gii.rland Rd. DA 7-1393 
2. Pinks ton, Nat A. ~J - 2106 Va.n Cleave FR 1-8325 
l. Robertson, Loo L. \ \ 3533 Gr1:0nl>rier Dr. EM 8-57 80 
l. Swinford, James W. I 7216 Ga.st.on Ave., Apt. 123 DA 7-4491 
3. Thompson, Gaston C·. \ 6312 Ov~rlook Dr. liV l-2011 
2 • . .Un<..iorhill; Co.rl E1 ~ -: 3711 Cragmont . .. ·- J LA 8-0876 
3. e.·,··f11 llams I J >Doyle ~ u

1 ~ 3307 Lancelot Dr. t1- U3- .';) t,, I~ FL 2-6472 
l •. Wilson, Gary S.1 ;. ~; en ,3309 Santa Teresa ,BR 9-1509 
3 .. ~ J:· ,llu.1_1.-t. '· Pa'!l X. ' . f. · · · · 4159 Willow Grove Rd. J'L 1-0929 ! .· 

Number by oa\ne indicatos t;;upervisc,ry desk to which Ai:ent assigned. - ·- ---
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SUBJECT: Freedom of Information Act: Harpld .Weisberg 

At~ is a copy of a request submitted by .fJ:j-~.
Mr. H~rolci Weisbe;:g ·under the Freedom of Infonnation ' 
Act-for a-cess to information relating to the,assasi-
nation of President Kennedy. 

I It would be appreciated if you would give me your 
comments and recommendations regarding.this request. 
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... fREOERlCK, MO. 21701 

12/2/70 '· .,, < • : 

:r. th: co-.a-:oe of -...y ow ·inve:rti:;a tion:; of tile Kctu1cci:, ll..:.:;.:...:.:.::..a. :i~:::. ·· ::.~ v;; :.;:,:;. ~c. 
ar.d ~~::.::n -;o -;hi" owner::i of -:wo amateur motion pic";\;.z'c:. of Lee F..:.rvc:r O:.~::.!c. 

0

:.c.:.: • .:; 
.. ._ ~-:.,:~ :ed i.r, :\.:w Orlcnn~, Lu.., on ALuG',1: t 9, lS63, a.~ci !.:J.Vil uvicier.cc o! :. t:~:-Wi ;,~:.:ei~, 

pos~"":i·.u.y in lln o!!'ici:l. c.:::pa.ci ty, also tald.J:l;; pic-;u.rc::i o!' -;his ~d. -;:.o p:.~ ":i:..:; -::,-4 -: 

prcccc.ica. it. !n ell c:iscs, the ;{~tion:il Archives roport3 it doc:. not .:-..:-.va ::.~ !':.1.::. 

!n th.: ~·i:-:.t ~o c~cs I have bean infor:..ed that :he fill: ;.-a;:: .:;i ve:I. to -::..: ~~, 
· {'"~c;i_ r~-:-.;..-nod.. eciitaci copies. I seek ·Co?ies of all thi:. f~, !or ,,;hich ! enclose a. 

!lJ-llS 1or:. an~ check. ilso, all relevant respa:ts except as notod. 

Or..e case involves one John I·iartin, who voluntarily took: r.is e:ire roll o;,· Vcle&::.o:. 
:'i J ii -;o -:l:e i•:i1.ne.i.;,ol:.s office o: tne FE!. The National J.rchives in!or.:s :e :%:.~ere. e~-:s 

· r.o record i."'1 its. files of either this Jack I·:nrt:in or bis f~ 

'i:he secor..ci ~so involves tl".e Doyle t'acily, 1-::-. ~d. I·~:.. J. ?a-: er..:. sor. J:.=. ~.: -::.ci: 
!:-:.e::.c.s u-.c r:att Wil~o!'ls, o! Portland, Oregon. One report of '.;r.is is :.n i:1£ .... ~ Co::::...z:.io.::. 
!ile C~u, ~...-e 444. Four others are CD30:6-9. ?lone of these !ive r.-:pur-:::. says ;~e !·'i .. 

. ,:as Sivo.."l to the ::,;.°ll or .eturned.. The:-e!ore, I assu:te there are o::n.er raports, iI:cl~~~ 
of co=.er.:: o:- anal.~sis o! wba. t the film showa. I would like arr., and a.ll. reports bes:i..:.es 
those a.oova listed. .. 

.,i,lso, various reports in my pos::.ession and,official c.escri~tio~s of ~he ?=~f~s:::.w~..:l 
'::V f·· .... (l:D~.-':V n."ld ril,rr,..TV) in tne lfo.tional Archives ci.i::close ";h.lt :o:-e t:..:::. -::~a -:r.are-
ii=.s':"' ..... "l~ i)ri.n";s were :r.ac.e anli shol.'Il by ~'EI. agents fo: vll.l"io-:;s ~poses, ~cl··.:"':,,; -=o 
.es~blicil -;r..e i~cnti-:y of a second~ helpin~ Os~ald, one ct.he:- tha:: Cha:~es ~sJ~ Steele, 
~=• :;or.e o:· t~se pictt.....-es e:.d.st in '.;he lfo.tional Archives. Steele co:-..:'i::::.e;. to =~ tl:£: 
c:c.:;";.r;::.ce o! t."lis tr.i:-ci :-..a."l. an.a the w:-apper o! the copy o! the \fJ:>SU :"oo't.l.c,"C a.t =.c :: ... ~.:.~ 
.;..rc:.:.ves says i-: sho·,,1s this person, which it does :cot • .kgair. there is t:n.e p:-es-.:.::.::,-;ic:: o: 
eci -::.:..; ~ti t:le fact o:: tho enstcnce of still. pr.r .. ts o'!' this o-:ha:- ::a:.. ! saa:.: c.);:.o.s o! 
ti"..::.sc :?:-in":s, a.ll relevant reports and access to ttc i.:.nec.i ted t'oo-;aga :"ro:::. t':)S:, .:·.o.:a 
:pc;:-~:sion I h.:,ve. r.~ per::i.tted. ~ to copy the !ootage re-;-.irned. to t::.e:. Jo-..~--- ~:::, -:::: • 
;i)~.C"t9!,-1'f;er, s;J.7S ha Q.a.O.G 'J.7 print;. ~he £:OVC~t see:;u. to ll&Ve OD~ed. r·....,..: ':a.~ 0: 
two 4i!:f'e~t occasions• !ro;i -:he records I have. 

:~ . . 
. ' ~ ~ C.~~as hore liill.' exceed. the mj ni IiMllo. · I£ you V"'.J.l i.IU'or:. li.e O:f' ~ :~ C::..::.:"~u, 

· ! 11,j;ll send. A cl.ec!ic. • 

Sincerely, I ,. 
db' f[f{f.-&-,1\._, 
~le. 'lfo~&ber~ { 

... 

·' ,. I 
.....-, •"" I 
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""~ .. -.-·· -- --5 •7o ~ ......................... ,. 
1 Wir. Su~,·an 
1 M:. Ro n 
1 Mr. M ey 
1 N"ir. Shrader 
1 Mr. Hanlon ·t 

·1 lVir. C. D. Brennan 
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,. ::~ttc11 :..ut!rnri:::-.ticn from the::~ tcicvi:::io-:i c~;:~i::.:1:.: L-:.::o.::-~ t:~-: : ::-.!.im-:~l 
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o! th~ so films :ire :Jct out, to:cU:~r ,·,-ith t!.~ p ::d i::~nt 1::~e:r·.ric·:;::;, 
, ... ,.1· ..... , .. 1,, in Cot""'""111·.,.-1·c..., r.. .... ~1.1··· ... - ... - ~Jo-- ,.. r.:- ,.._,, ".L<:-,. r.L~.·.~ ..1.'J.·1 .. ·--. r. 
Vti.~• \J'"6~JI .,.,,.i ..Jw •• .a.....v....., •;•~••'--'•' _.. , ... , '"'' •·••...&. -.J. _ ••-

:U.'8 cnclo::urcn to Commi.:~ion Doc.:u~1cnts I!o~. 5:'.'i5 and 5DG. 

All of the inf or1-:1~tion in th~ Co:.:1r~1i::;ion Docur.1c:-:.t~ rcc::?.rdin~ 
th:? tclc-.risions film::; is n.v:-.il:i!:lla to th~ pt!blic, :.r1~ t:1cr~ wc".!lc. ~::~e:.r 
to 1"C no ··c"''"'"'U ,•·I1•r :,:··.--1·--·~,.~·r: co·•1·i n"'"" ,.,. .. r·•·;···'"- ·"1·0-,1 f.l•r, .I.~:, ___ 1·~ h"" ..., • • ..,..,,...,. ' " '..., ..,..,,... w \,,A '" -..J,. ._,'-A.. .-- _......... .... •• .. •• ._ ...... , .. • .... 

co:11::,lic:; ,vitb tho rc~~~:t or th~ 1~:-.uc.:~l L:.·c::1·:.:~ tl~t !i:) pj."'cc::1: a 
wi·ittcn ~utho:-iz:itio::i u-om the t~k:vi.:io:1 :::t:.~:::·.s . 

.1'-~- ·\"'"1· ... ~" .. ,.,.·~ ··er',.."''" ... -c·.--:--c!: 1, .... ·"1"1•-r. c·--.- .. --, b·· ..,..., .. -.J... """"._...., ........ :.,;,.;,»4 !''-r.J4--J. .. ,~-.. ... '-,4 ••• • -•• ,..1- ....... j' ..... " 

.u:::.m01.·m per::.011 is too v:t~u~ to rc:.~:.i·ch. · 

NOTE: The request received by the Department for information from FnI 
files is from Harold Weisber~, :i m:in who has written several books critical 
oi the warren Commission, the FI3I, Secret Service, police n.~cncies, and other 
br:mches of the Government rcl:ttin~ to the :ts.s:1.ssin:ttion investi~ation. His 
wriiin~s have cont:iincct inaccuracies, falsehoods, n.nd delibcr:ttc sln.nti.1; of 
facts to fit his purpose. He was one of ten employees fired by the $Late 
DC'p:trtmcnt durin~ 1947 because of suspicion of being- a commu::ist O!" ;1~:.ving 
communistic sympathies. Later he was ~llowcd to resign without prcj1.1clicc, but 
was not restored to his former position. A check of Portland, Minnc:tpolis, 
D:i.llas, and New Orleans files was necessary to be certain we can give the 
Department complete information on Weisberg' s questions, which relate to 
possible cropping or editing of film rolls by the FBI. The fiL'!ls in which 
Weisberg is interested were taken at various times by privat.:: citizens and also 
some professional television film from New Orleans. 

; ,.:=-- That set out above sets forth our response indicating the infor 1ation 
Mr. Weisberg requests is available to him from other sources. Cons :ruently, 
it i~being suggested he seek this information from those sources. 
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ADDENDUM TO JUNE 13, 1983, AFFIDAVIT OF HAROLD WEISBERG 

172. After I completed this affidavit I obtained proof of the truthfulness 

of my allegations relating to New Orleans FBI SA Clifford Anderson's declaration 

pertaining to his alleged search for David Ferrie records. This is also to say that 

I then obtained proof of the FBI's and Anderson's intent not to be fully informative 

and responsive, of their intent to deceive, mislead and misrepresent, and of their 

intent not to be honest and not to make proper searches while attesting to 

"exhaustive" searches. 

173. I received a copy of a record that was disclosed to another requester 

but is still withheld from me in this litigation. This record exactly fits the 

description I provided in earlier affidavits that, characteristically, were entirely 

ignored. Anderson did confirm that there had been a neutrality act file on Ferrie, 

which I alleged. I also referred to other Ferrie records but in his declaration in 

pretended response Anderson made no reference to them. I had provided the number 

of a file in which another copy was filed, 105-1456 FRD. Anderson still did not 

produce the record he admits finding in this 105=1456 FRD file. I then stated that 

inevitably, from standard FBI practice, Anderson and the FBI knew where to find 

other and existing copies if the one that I referred to had been de.strayed. I 

raised questions about the truthfulness of Anderson's attedtation to destruction 

and I stated this New Orleans 105-1456 FRD file pertains to anti-Castro activity . 
. 

In referring to Anderson's phrasing, which I stated was not really his but was that 

of FBIHQ, I described it as "loose language" that for an expert like Anderson is 

"imprecise if not evasive." I also stated that Anderson has a record in my litigation 

of swearing to whatever he is told to swear to by FBIHQ without regard to what he 

knows. 

174. The FBIHQ copy of a New Orleans report in its 105-1456 FRD file 
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disclosed to another confirms all that I attested to. It also raises substantial 

questions about Anderson's untruthfulness and intent to deceive, mislead and 

misrepresent to this Court. 

175. 11FRD" represents "Frente Revolucionario Democratica. 11 The New Orleans 

title also includes '.'aka, 11 given as "Cuban Democratic Revolutionary Front, 11 

11F;iends of Democratic Cuba" and includes an ''etc." The et cetera inc;ludes a number 

of persons who are named and on whom there also are records. In some instances 

their file numbers are listed. 

176. Distribution to and the existence of pertinent records in other field 

offices also are indicated. 

177. The FBIHQ serial number on this file indicates that there are many 

pertinent records in it, not just the one to which Anderson attested. (I have 

knowledge of others that are disclosed, but not to me, having seen this one.) 

178. Not just David Ferrie but all of the organi~ations and all the persons 

mentioned (meaning those names riot obliterated) figure in all investigations of the 

JFK assassination, including those of the FBI, the Warren Commission and Jim 

Garrison, and thus all are within my requests. Pertaining to Ferrie, Anderson 

claimed making a search that was not and could not have been made for this litigation. 

He and Phillips attested that it was made in this litigation. 

179. Although this record was classified Secret and claimed to be exempt 

from automatic downgrading, which is not supported by its content, and it was first 

disclosed in 1978, albei'8 then still withheld from me, no claim to exemption was 

made. It just was not included in any search. The entire file is pertinent. 

180. Three copies were sent to FBIHQ for its main file 105-87912 and a 

fourth FBIHQ copy was sent for its 105-89923 file. This establishes that at FBIHQ 

any missing New Orleans copy could be replaced from not fewer than two different 
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files, as could also be done from the other field offices and agencies to which 

copies were sent and are listed. This is precisely what I had attested to. 

181. · The reason for Anderson's imprecise language that I described as 

"loose" and "imprecise if not evasive" is apparent once a copy of this record is 

examined, and this, ~ believe, accounts for his not providing it after he located a 

copy. This-also accounts for FBIHQ's, particularly its f0IPA branch's, failure to 

provide their readily accessible copies. More copies were filed in New Orleans 

than Anderson's supposedly first-person attestation includes. 

182. Moreover, still another copy was made for and filed in still another 

New Orleans file the identification of which is removed from this copy provided to 

another requester. No claims to exemption are noted on the copy provided to him so 
.. 

the claimed reason for this withholding is not known to me. 

183. As without possibility of question Anderson knew, if as he swore he 

examined any copy of the record I referred to, two copies of it were filed in 

105-1456 FRD, not the one to which he attested. He thus could easily swear that a 

copy was destroyed and not provide any record of its destruction because the second 

copy survives. (It is common FBI practice to note destruction of duplicates on 

remaining copies.) He could also swear in seeming safety that apparently the 

destroyed copy was not indexed because the destroyed copy would not be the indexed 

copy. And he made no mention in his declaration of any filing under another caption, 

where it also could have been indexed. 

184. The subject matter of this file, its extensive routing inside and 

outside the FBI and the persons, organizations and activities mentioned in it leave 

it without doubt that an experienced FBI SA like Anderson and his FBJ/!~ounterparts 

knew immediately that all copies of it simply would not be destroyed. 

185. Bearing on FBIHQ intent, this file wa5rnder review, for disclosure, 
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a second time at approximately the time FBIHQ was telling Anderson what to swear to 

- which it now is clear means t:d=lling him to swear to what is not true, to what 

deceives, misleads and misrepresents, and not to provide it. 

186. Other records in the same file inevitably refer to other pertinent 

persons and organizations and thus it is inevitable that other individual records, 

including those referring to Ferrie, also exist in other known and easily searched 

files. In FBI practice, those files and offices the author of the report intends 

copies for are indicated by him and others are added at FBIHQ. Depending on their 

content, other individual records in this file were routed to other field offices. 

There also are other FBIHQ files in which other records in this New Orleans file 

also are duplicated. 

187. It is entirely improbable that there is but a single reference to 

Ferrie in this New Orleans 105-1456 FRD file because he was· an active member and 

because one of his "boy friends," Layton Martens, then a minor, worked for FRD and 

also was picked up by the police outside the residence of the titular leader, Sergio 

Arcachia Smith. He and Martens also figure in all official investigations. Martens 

also was charged with perjury in Garrison's investigation. During that period 

Martens stayed in touch with the New Orleans FBI. 

188. The FBI was well aware of the pertinence of this file to my request. 

Moreover, the FBI provided information from it to the Warren Commission. 

189. Other persons who figured in all official investigations and are 

pertinent in this litigation also are mentioned in this New Orleans file. 

190. One of these other persons represents an area of potential embarrassment 

to the FBI that I have not indicated earlier. Guy Banister was a former FBI Special 

Agen"- in Charge of one of its major divisions, Chicago. He was an incorporator of 

this group. He, too, figures in all official investigations. 
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191. This group also was connected with the CIA. Just before the Bay of 

Pigs the CIA required it, the major ultraconservative anti-Castro outfit, to combine 

with the trade-union anti-Castros. The CIA got them together at the Skylark Motel 

in Miami about a month before the Bay of Pigs, knocked their heads together until 

they agreed, and then. supported and financed the merged group under the name of the 
. 

Cuban Revolutionary Council (CRC). It was to provide the CIA's government in exile 

if the Bay of Pigs operation had not failed. 

192. The CRC had the address 544 Camp Street in New Orleans. Oswald also 

used that return address on some of his literature. The Warren Commission was never 

able to get a copy of this from the FBI, and it did try. In the end it obtained a 

copy from the Secret Service. In its "no stone unturned" investigation the FBI in 

New Orleans never did get around to telling FBIHQ or the Warren Commission that 544 

Camp Street was the very building in which Guy Banister had his offices. It also 

never reported that Ferrie, too, worked in Banister's office. (This investigative 

brilliance, together with the joke of a New Orleans investigation of the CRC, was 

the work of the case supervisor, SA Ernest Wall. He managed to report his investiga

tions in reports of a mere six and seven lines.) 

193. Consistent with all of this, when the New Orleans FBI learned that the 

Secret Service was conducting its own investigation of the printing of Oswald's 

literature, it immediately applied pressure to have the Secret Service abandon its 

investigation. When the printer said it was not Oswald who picked up the printing, 

the FBI told the Warren Commission the opposite, that it was Oswald. 

194. If Oswald had been a paid FBI informer, of which there is no evidence, 

although this allegation was made in Dallas, the FBI's reaction to this Secret 

Service investigation could not have been more immediate, forceful and close to 

hysterical. 
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195. I know of no FBI investigation to determine why Oswald, the self

proclaimed pro-Castroite, would use the return address of the largest and CIA 

financed and supported anti-Castro group in New Orleans. The FBI decided that Oswald 

was pro-Castro despite all the evidence that this was merely a cover, so it never 

investigated to try to learn why the ostensibly pro-Castroite Oswald would try to 

inv1te pro-?astroites to get themselves beaten up . 

196. This is not unusual. 
. were. 

Oswald and Ferrie .... in the New Orleans Civil 

Air Patrol (CAP) together. The FBI never conducted any investigation to determine 

whether they had any relationship, then or later, not even when it knew that Ferrie 

fled New Orleans the day of the assassination, as soon as Oswald was identified in 

Dallas. 

197. Likewise, although Ferrie took New Orleans CAP boys to Keesler Field, 

Biloxi, Mississippi, and the FBI knew that Oswald took advanced radar training there 

(with virtually all the records of it suffering a mysterious disappearance), it 

conducted no investigation to determine whether there was or could have been any 

relationship between Ferrie and Oswald when Oswald was a Marine and at Keesler Field. 

198. As I attested earlier, I have the notes of a reporter who was at the FBI 

New Orleans office during the Garrison investigation at what amounted to anti

Garrison parties and he reports the presence there at that time of David Ferrie. 

None of this is indicated in any report the FBI disclosed to me. 

199. In addition to addressing the untruthful, deceptive, misleading, 

misrepresentative and evasive nature of Anderson's referred-to declaration, I 

intend in the immediately preceding Paragraphs to indicate possible FBI motive for 

not making good-faith searches and for FBIHQ to draft and Anderson to swear to a 

declaration of this character. 
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FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 

Before me this 17th day of June 1983 Deponent Harold Weisberg has 

appeared and signed this addendum to affidavit of June 13, 1983, first having 

' sworn that the statements made therein are true. 

My commission expires July 1, 1986. 
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